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ABSTRACT 

 

Efficient command selection is just as important for multi-touch devices as it is for traditional 

interfaces that follow the Windows-Icons-Menus-Pointers (WIMP) model, but rapid selection in 

touch interfaces can be difficult because these systems often lack the mechanisms that have been 

used for expert shortcuts in desktop systems (such as keyboards shortcuts). Although interaction 

techniques based on spatial memory can improve the situation by allowing fast revisitation from 

memory, the lack of landmarks often makes it hard to remember command locations in a large set. 

One potential landmark that could be used in touch interfaces, however, is people’s hands and 

fingers: these provide an external reference frame that is well known and always present when 

interacting with a touch display. To explore the use of hands as landmarks for improving command 

selection, we designed hand-centric techniques called HandMark menus. We implemented 

HandMark menus for two platforms – one version that allows bimanual operation for digital tables 

and another that uses single-handed serial operation for handheld tablets; in addition, we developed 

variants for both platforms that support different numbers of commands. We tested the new 

techniques against standard selection methods including tabbed menus and popup toolbars. The 

results of the studies show that HandMark menus perform well (in several cases significantly faster 

than standard methods), and that they support the development of spatial memory. Overall, this 

thesis demonstrates that people’s intimate knowledge of their hands can be the basis for fast 

interaction techniques that improve performance and usability of multi-touch systems. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Command selection is a ubiquitous yet important task for any graphical user interface. Many 

interfaces follow the traditional Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointers (WIMP) paradigm [111] for 

designing interactions; these interfaces let users manipulate commands or objects on the screen 

with the help of a pointing device such as a mouse. In WIMP interfaces there are a large number 

of on-screen widgets such as buttons, each typically mapped to a single system command. It is 

common practice to organize these commands into hierarchical tabbed toolbars or menus [103], 

but this hierarchical organization often reduces selection performance [11, 70] because every 

selection requires users to traverse through the hierarchy, even if they are very familiar with a 

command. Expert techniques such as keyboard shortcuts and hotkeys (e.g. [84, 91]) can improve 

selection performance significantly, although research shows that users often fail to adopt faster 

methods such as shortcuts [104]. 

On touch devices, fast command selection is as important as it is for traditional WIMP systems, 

but techniques that allow quick operation for experts are uncommon on touch interfaces. 

Traditional input tools such as keyboards and mice are not available in most touch surfaces; 

instead, most devices rely on direct touch input. As a result, command selection on multi-touch 

surfaces such as tablets and tabletops is often slow and dependent on menu navigation. In addition, 

selection techniques and widgets from desktop interfaces are often a poor match for the physical 

characteristics of a table – for example, menus or ribbons are typically placed at the edges of the 

screen, making them hard to reach on large displays, and hard to see on horizontal displays (due 

to the oblique angle to the user). To solve the distance problem, researchers have proposed several 
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techniques that bring tools closer to the user’s work area or allow users to invoke commands 

wherever they are: for example,  moveable palettes and toolsheets controlled by the non-dominant 

hand [16, 63], gestural commands [72], finger-count menus [11], or multi-touch marking menus 

[79]. These techniques can work well, but are limited in the number of commands that they can 

show (e.g., finger-count menus are limited to 25 commands, marking menus to about 64 [70]). 

One promising approach to providing a higher performance ceiling for experts involves the use of 

spatial location memory (e.g., [46, 47, 103]) – once users learn command locations in a spatially-

stable interface, they can make selections based on memory rather than visual search. In these 

techniques, an important element in the transition from search-based novice operation to memory-

based expert operation is the support provided for the development of spatial memory. Landmarks 

play a critical role in this development, because they provide an external reference frame for 

remembering locations. Landmarks provide anchors for people’s spatial memory as they move 

towards full “survey knowledge” [83] of command locations – for example, people can remember 

items at the corners of a grid better than they remember items in the middle. Part of the difficulty 

in developing new high-capacity selection techniques for touch surfaces is that there are few 

landmarks that can help people learn the tool locations. 

There is, however, a well-known landmark that is always present and visible to the user of a touch 

surface – their hands. People are intimately familiar with the size and shape of their hands, and 

proprioception allows people to easily locate features (e.g., touching your right index finger to the 

tip of your left thumb can be done without looking). People’s intimate knowledge of their hands, 

however, is not exploited for command selection. This thesis carries out research to investigate 

how users’ knowledge of hands and fingers can be used to design new interaction techniques for 

multi-touch surfaces that will aid in spatial memory development and improve selection 

performance. 

1.1 PROBLEM 

The problem addressed in this thesis is that it is difficult to provide both efficient command 

selection and a large number of commands in multi-touch interfaces.  
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Performance efficiency and support for large command sets could potentially be achieved in many 

different ways, but on touch devices such as tablets and tables, we constrain the investigation to 

the use of direct-touch input methods [7] and multiple-finger input [20]. However, a number of 

questions regarding design, usability and human performance must be answered before a hand-

centric method can be deployed. For instance, menu organizations around the hands, the selection 

mechanism, and the number of possible commands are unknown. These and other related design 

questions must be answered. 

Within these constraints, there are several possible directions. One possible solution uses a  

bimanual selection mechanism, in which widgets such as tool palettes [16, 63] are held by the non-

dominant hand while command selection is performed with the dominant hand. This technique can 

solve the problem of tools being far away, but does not use the details of the hand as a reference 

frame. Another technique that does use detailed knowledge of the hands is finger-count menus 

[11], which select commands based on the pattern of fingers touching the surface (e.g., the fingers 

of the left hand select one of five menus, and the fingers of the right hand select one of five items 

in the menu). This allows the development of proprioceptive memory for command invocation, 

but does not make extensive use of people’s familiarity with the size and shape of their hands. A 

main goal of this work is to leverage people’s knowledge of their hands and investigate whether 

people can successfully use these features to improve command selection. 

1.2 SOLUTION 

The solution presented in this thesis is a new selection technique for multi-touch surfaces that uses 

the user’s hands as landmarks to enable rapid command selection and support for a large number 

of commands. 

The new interaction technique is called a HandMark menu. We created two different variants of 

the technique that accommodate different numbers of commands: first, HandMark-Finger places 

commands in the spaces around the spread-out fingers of the non-dominant hand; and second, 

HandMark-Multi accommodates larger command sets by placing a blocks of commands between 

the thumb and first finger, with different sets accessible through different finger combinations. We 
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also created two versions of the techniques for different platforms – one is bimanual for large 

tabletops and another is single-handed for multi-touch tablets.  

There were two main steps in the research: 

Development of the HandMark technique 

Designing an efficient multi-touch interaction technique is dependent on several other factors. The 

first step is understanding the ways that current interfaces work, and the ways that spatial memory 

can be used to make selections more efficient. The HandMark technique presented in Chapter 

Three was used to identify the scope of our main research; this approach was implemented on two 

different platforms and evaluated in controlled experiments.  

Answering questions of usability and performance 

In both of the implementations (for table and tablet), our target was to understand the usability and 

performance of HandMark menus, and their support for the development of spatial memory. We 

carried out four empirical studies in total with HandMark menus (Chapters Four and Five) to 

answer the following questions: 

 How do HandMark menus perform compared to other techniques? 

 Does the HandMark technique successfully support a large number of commands? 

 Do HandMark menus support spatial learning? 

Is the HandMark technique easy to learn? 

 How do HandMark menus perform in a bimanual selection process? 

 How does the HandMark technique perform in a single-handed fashion? 

1.3 EVALUATION 

In order to provide evidence about performance and usability for the idea of hands as landmarks, 

we carried out four experiments with two different versions of HandMark menus. We tested two 
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menu layouts (layout around fingers and layout in a block) and two variants with different hand 

requirements (bimanual for tables, and one-handed for tablets). Analyses of the results of these 

comparative experiments showed that HandMark menus were easy to use and easy to learn, and 

gave performance improvements over standard ways of command selection. In addition, the 

studies provided evidence that people were successfully able to use their hands as landmarks, and 

that this was one reason for the improved performance of the HandMark techniques.  

The evaluation processes that we followed in our experiments are as follows:  

 Usability and performance were evaluated using a series of target selection tasks. Both 

versions of the HandMark menus with their two variants were tested. Empirical results 

from the experiments were used to determine learning rates, selection time, error rates, and 

expertise development for each technique. 

 In the comparative studies of the HandMark technique for tables, we compared HandMark 

menus against two equivalent standard tab menus. For tablet version (one-handed instead 

of bimanual), we compared HandMarks against a pop-up menu. In addition to these 

performance comparisons, we also explored the ways that hands worked as landmarks. 

 In another study, the effect of memory overloading was tested. In HandMark-Multi menus, 

the same spatial location is used for multiple commands (from different sets); and we tested 

how performance changes when people learn different commands in the same spatial 

location. 

 Subjective responses were also evaluated for each of the interfaces in the studies. 

Participants completed both the NASA-TLX effort questionnaire [49] and an overall 

preference questionnaire after using the techniques. 

1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS 

There are two primary contributions presented in this thesis. First, we show that hands can be used 

as powerful landmarks for touch interfaces, and provide empirical evidence that using hands as 
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landmarks can improve selection performance, aid development of spatial memory, and 

accommodate large number of commands in multi-touch interfaces. Second, we demonstrate two 

new hand-centric interaction techniques – HandMark-Finger for small command sets and 

HandMark-Multi for larger sets – and describe their implementation for two different multi-touch 

device platforms.  

Secondary contributions of this thesis are the set of design principles developed for HandMark 

techniques (that can be used to develop other spatial multi-touch interactions); empirical results 

about topics such as command overloading, error rates in memory-based interfaces, and reasons 

for participant preferences; and algorithms for detecting hand postures from a set of simple touch 

points. 

1.5 THESIS OUTLINE 

This thesis is organized into several chapters. Chapter Two presents a survey of related research 

and techniques for multi-touch interactions which form the foundation for the research presented 

here. First, the types of multi-touch interactions available are discussed. Second, we discuss a 

number of strategies that have been applied to improve command selection performance. Third, 

the use of landmarks in various interfaces for spatial memory development is discussed. Fourth, 

we discuss research and techniques that were intended for accommodating large number of 

commands. Finally, we describe and discuss currently available hand detection techniques that 

have been developed for vision-based surfaces.  

In Chapter Three we set out the basic ideas of using hands as landmarks and introduce a technique 

for facilitating spatial memory development, rapid command selection, and accommodating large 

command set. Using this technique, we motivate our research into HandMark menus as an 

alternative solution to the problem of command reachability and selection in multi-touch 

interactions.  

Chapter Four presents our work to investigate the usability and performance questions for hand-

centric methods for large tables. We present two variants of the bimanual HandMark menu, and 

discuss design factors that can affect the performance of HandMark menus in tables. A 
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comparative user study is carried out to answer important usability and performance questions. 

Both variants of HandMark menus are studied, and the results and their implications are discussed.  

Chapter Five presents our work to investigate usability and performance questions for HandMark 

menus on touch tablets. To match the interaction paradigm of tablets, we create an alternate version 

of HandMark menus that can be operated with only one hand. Again, two variants of HandMark 

menus for tablets and their design factors are presented. Besides testing the usability and 

performance, we conduct an extra study to test the effect of hands as landmarks within the 

interface. Both variants of the single-handed HandMark menus are studied, and the results and 

their implications are discussed. 

Chapter Six presents a discussion of the most important results from both Chapters Four and Five. 

Some higher-level implications of our findings and issues related to the overall work are addressed. 

Also, the lessons that have been learned over the course of this thesis are discussed.  

Finally, Chapter Seven summarizes the research presented in this thesis. It discusses the main 

contributions of our work and highlights the avenues of future work revealed as a result of this 

thesis.  
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CHAPTER 2 

2 RELATED WORK1 

 

Our exploration into the use of hands as landmarks for command selection, and the design and 

development of the HandMarks technique, was influenced by five areas of previous related 

literature: multi-touch interaction, rapid command selection, landmarks, support for large 

command sets, and hand-detection techniques. 

2.1 MULTI-TOUCH INTERACTIONS 

Modern multi-touch devices such as hand-held tablets, smartphones, and digital tabletops support 

a wide variety of interactions. These devices primarily use direct touch-based interactions, but pen 

or stylus based interactions are also common. In the following sections we discuss several basic 

principles of multi-touch interaction.  

                                                 

1 A portion of the material in this chapter first appeared in the following publications [120, 121]: 
 
Uddin, M.S. and Gutwin, C. 2016. Rapid Command Selection on Multi-Touch Tablets with Single-Handed 
HandMark Menus. Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Interactive Surfaces and Spaces - ISS ’16 (Niagara 
Falls, ON, Canada, 2016), in press. 
 
Uddin, M.S., Gutwin, C. and Lafreniere, B. 2016. HandMark Menus: Rapid Command Selection and Large 
Command Sets on Multi-Touch Displays. Proceedings of the 2016 CHI Conference on Human Factors in 
Computing Systems - CHI ’16 (New York, New York, USA, 2016), 5836–5848. 
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2.1.1 Direct-Touch Interaction 

Direct-touch interaction is the most common way for users to interact with multi-touch devices, 

including hand-held mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets, and stationary systems such 

as large tabletops. Touch input is now very common, and users of these multi-touch devices are 

highly skilled in using multi-touch gestures to interact with them [7, 119]. Even though kinesthetic 

models suggest that humans are capable of using richer and more expressive forms of interaction 

with multiple fingers [20], however, most of the multi-touch gestures available in current devices 

are typically limited to a small subset of one and two-finger gestures: tap, press, double tap, 

drag/flick, pinch/spread, bezel swipe, and rotate gestures [7, 126]. Figure 1 shows some of the 

many multi-touch gestures that are available in Microsoft’s Windows 8 operating system [118]. 

Almost all touch-enabled mobile devices also support a similar range of gestures: for example, the 

Apple iPad and Microsoft’s Surface Pro are two examples of commercially successful products 

that use limited set of multi-touch gestures [7]. 

 

Figure 1: Some multi-touch gestures available in Windows 8 [118]. 

Several research projects have attempted to improve the multi-touch functionality of different 

touch-based systems [6, 20, 85, 92, 124]. Gutwin et al.’s FastTap menu [47] uses spatial memory 
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to facilitate faster command selections for tablets (Figure 2), and a study showed that FastTap 

performed better than the widely-studied marking menu [74]. Gesture based systems, such as 

marking menus [70, 73], are one alternative to the hierarchical linear menus which are available 

in commercial products (e.g., Autodesk Sketchbook Pro). There are also variants of marking menu, 

including multi-touch marking menus [79] and Flower menus [10] which also use gestures to make 

the interaction more efficient. Ng and colleagues [89] designed techniques for low-latency direct 

touch inputs that provide low fidelity visual feedback immediately, which is followed by high 

fidelity visuals at standard latency. However, in all cases these interfaces require only one or two-

finger based gestures to interact with the device.  

Direct touch interactions are also the main input mechanism in large scale displays such as tables 

or wall displays. For example, SMARTBoards use DViT [114] technique to augment direct-touch 

sensing from the surface. DiamondTouch [33] is a multi-user direct multi-touch system for 

tabletops  that provides direct touch but also identifies users within the system. Rekimoto et al.’s 

SmartSkin [99] is another type of direct multi-touch capacitive sensing technique for large tables. 

Another technique called finger count menus [11] counts the number of direct touch points from 

both hands to perform rapid command selection on large tables. These techniques are convenient 

to use in large tables, but usually support only a small number of commands. 

2.1.2 Device Back or Side Interaction 

Although modern touch devices support numerous simultaneous touch points [3, 60], users 

typically cannot use all the fingers from both hands, as the non-dominant hand is required to hold 

and orient the device [52]. A few projects have attempted to improve tablet interactions by 

introducing limited touch interaction for the holding hand – for example, in Wagner et al.’s 

BiTouch [124] users can interact with the thumb or fingers of the supporting hand along with a 

finger from the dominant hand. Other research has shown how the back of the device can be used 

for meaningful touch interactions [110, 127, 128]. 

There are other techniques which utilize device features other than the touchscreen, such as 

position sensors or the device bezel. For example, Baglioni et al.’s Jerktilts [9] allow quick 

selection of limited number of commands by tilting the mobile device quickly. Bezel Tap [109] 

detects taps on the edge of the device using the accelerometer sensor, allowing shortcuts to 
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commands while the device is asleep. Hidden toolbars [108] uses swipe gestures across the bezels 

to facilitate fast command selection in tablets. 

2.1.3 Pen or Stylus Interaction 

Interaction with pen or stylus is also available in touch-based devices [54], and it is also popular 

among many users of hand-held portable devices such as tablets and digital tables [87]. Several 

projects use a combination of pen and touch for advanced interaction [52]. For example, Kitani et 

al.’s Palm lift manipulation leverages the unintended touches while notes are being taken to open 

a context menu naturally [67]. Hinckley et al.’s work investigated direct pen+touch inputs in touch 

sensitive surfaces [55]; they propose several mode-based pen+touch interactions for tablets. 

Other research focuses on understanding and improving the usability of pen or stylus based 

interactions [4, 5, 48]. Grossman et al.’s Hover Widgets [42] increase the capabilities of pen-based 

interfaces by using the pen movements above the display surface (i.e., in the tracking state). A 

project by Saund et al. proposed an inferred-mode interaction protocol that avoids the mode issues 

seen in sketch or notetaking systems. Their technique tries to infer the user's intent from the 

properties of the pen trajectory and the context of the trajectory [102]. Although pen or stylus 

based interactions are popular, they cover only a limited range of interactions and sometimes even 

suffer from occlusion problems. Early research showed that while interacting with small scale 

touch devices (e.g., tablets) the interaction tools such as pen, hand, and forearm can occlude 

approximately half of the screen [122, 123], which often makes the interactions less effective. 

2.2 RAPID COMMAND SELECTION 

Rapid command selection in any kind of interactive menu is a primary goal in HCI. There are 

several ways to accelerate the command selection process, such as the use of memory-based 

invocation, using proprioceptive memory, and reducing invocation steps.  
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2.2.1 Memory-Based Command Selection 

Command selection based on memory can substantially reduce the required time to select a 

command. Two types of memory can play crucial role in rapid command selection: spatial memory 

and proprioceptive memory.  

Spatial memory 

Spatial memory is a special kind of memory which records information about a person’s 

surrounding environment and about the locations of objects in that environment [115]. Interaction 

with the surroundings and the objects helps people to develop spatial memory – for example, we 

can go a previously visited place without looking at the map, because our spatial memory helps us 

to navigate through the route. 

In graphical user interfaces, spatial memory can be particularly valuable for making the interaction 

efficient. As users develop spatial memory through continued use of an interface, users become 

more efficient at locating particular commands. A novice generally relies on slow visual search to 

find items because of their poor spatial knowledge, but an expert user can quickly retrieve item 

locations from memory [27]. It is worth noting that visual search is also the first step in learning 

item locations – but visual search, in most cases, takes more time in finding an item’s location. 

Experimental results by Engel [35] and Krendel et al. [68], and suggested that visual search can 

be either random, sequential [78] or linear [90]. People examine locations until the target is found, 

often revisiting already-visited items in the process which makes the visual search more time-

consuming. Once stable spatial locations are learned through practice, visual search becomes 

unnecessary [105]. 
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Figure 2: FastTap selection: (left) visual search by novice, (right) rapid selection from memory 

by experts without waiting for commands to appear [47]. 

Memory-based command selection is generally faster than visually-guided navigation once 

commands are learned [28, 45]. Many researchers have used memory-based techniques such as 

gestures [7, 73, 82], hotkeys [84], spatial locations [26, 47, 103], or multi-touch chords [40] in 

order to facilitate fast command selection. For example, studies have shown that spatial memory 

is built up through interactions with a stable visual representation, and as people gain experience 

with a particular location, they can easily retrieve that location from memory [47]. Gutwin et al. 

[47] showed the spatial memory is so powerful that experienced users can select a command from 

memory without waiting for commands to appear on the screen (see Figure 2).  

The Hick-Hyman Law of choice reaction time [50, 58] can model these rapid command selections 

performed by leveraging the spatial memory [27]. According to the Law, remembering a mapping 

between locations and commands is directly related with total number of commands present within 

an interface. The retrieval time for any command from memory increases as a logarithmic function 

of the total number of commands in the mapping. When number of command increases, users have 
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to remember lots of mappings. As a result, revisiting a specific command from memory requires 

extra time to take decision from the available mapping options.  

Proprioceptive memory 

According to Encyclopedia Britannica2 “‘proprioception’ is the perception by an animal of stimuli 

relating to its own position, posture, equilibrium, or internal condition” [98]. From the human 

perspective, the understanding of the surroundings and their proximal distances with relation to 

adjacent body parts and the memory associated with it is called proprioceptive memory. For 

example, we have intimate knowledge of our own hands and fingers. Our proprioceptive memory 

is powerful enough that we can touch our index fingers together without looking at our hands. 

Proprioceptive memory also can provide opportunities for richer interactions with multi-touch 

surfaces. Generally, GUIs are primarily portrayed visually, but for expert users, consistent 

proprioceptive memory-based actions can allow rapid command retrieval. There are several 

research projects which have tried to exploit the users’ proprioceptive knowledge for effective 

interactions. For example, multi-touch marking menus [79] and finger-count menus [11] allow 

users to associate menu categories and items with specific combinations of fingers (e.g., as shown 

in Figure 3, touching with three fingers on the left hand selects the third menu, and pressing with 

four fingers on the right hand selects the fourth item in that menu); with practice, menu invocation 

and command selection make use of proprioceptive memory.  

                                                 

2 Encyclopedia Britannica: www.britannica.com 
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Figure 3: Finger count menus [41]. The number of fingers touched with the left hand determines 

the menu, and the number of fingers touched with the right hand determines the item. 

However, since a more-complex control action (often requiring both hands) may take more time 

to recall and execute, these methods do not always improve performance [47, 66] and may require 

too much space for mobile tablet use. 

Other work explored spatial memory in virtual spaces. For example, Li et al. [81] investigated 

users’ proprioceptive and spatial ability to reproduce angular directions for 3D interaction where 

different commands were mapped to a spherical co-ordinate space placed before the user’s body. 

Cockburn and his colleagues [28]  also focused on the use of proprioception for better interaction. 

They investigated ‘air pointing’ systems in three settings: angular directions, 2D positional 

locations, and 3D positional locations. The items were arranged in the space around the user, and 

were selected by aiming the pointer at them virtually. 

Other memory-based techniques 

In addition to spatial and proprioceptive memory-based techniques, there are some other 

techniques which also use other kind of memory. For example, marking menus [70] use procedural 

memory, which the memory of a path. As the name suggests procedural memory is a long term 

memory of performing a task, which is learned implicitly [97]. Techniques such as Marking menus 
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and their different variants [66, 70, 79] leverage the rehearsal based human motor behavior to 

speed up the command selection process (see Figure 4). With different variants such as multi-touch 

marking menu [79], two-handed marking menus [66] researchers have tried to minimize the time 

required for selections. These techniques place commands in radial shape pies [22] around the 

touch point and arrange them in different levels, each of which can accommodate eight commands 

and in total they can support approximately 64 commands. 

 

Figure 4: Selections in Marking menu: (a) novice – visual search and (b) expert gesture from 

memory [69]. 

2.2.2 Reducing the Number of Steps in a Selection 

The efficiency of a command selection interface depends in part on the number of separate actions 

needed to find and execute a command (as well as the time required for individual actions). 

Reducing the total number of steps required for command invocation and execution can be an 

efficient way to speed up command selection. There are several techniques that attempt to 

minimize the number of steps – usually in contrast to hierarchical organizations of commands in 

toolbars, tabs, or standard menus. For example, Scarr et al.’s CommandMaps [103] used a full-

screen overlay to display all commands at once, and successfully reduced the number of actions 

compared to hierarchical menus for desktop systems (see Figure 5). A similar approach was also 

used by a technique called Hotbox [71], which shows all the available menus around mouse pointer 
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(dividing the areas into five zones) after pressing a command button. Later, specific zone’s menu 

can be invoked simply by performing a gesture [70] toward that zone using the mouse. 

 

Figure 5: Example of CommandMaps for Microsoft Word [103] The picture shows the full-

screen overlay with all seven toolbars on the screen at once. The overlay is shown when the 

Command key is pressed. 

Gutwin et al.’s FastTap [47] uses chorded thumb and finger touches on a spatially stable grid 

interface to provide accelerated command selection for expert users in tablets (see Figure 2). 

Another project [76] implemented a FastTap-like menu system on a smartwatch, again with the 

intention of reducing the number of steps to make expert selections. In another work Cockburn et 

al. [26] overviewed all the pages of a document as thumbnails to eliminate scrolling. Although 

early research [57] suggest that shortcuts are often poorly adopted in real-world circumstances, 
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Malacria et al.’s work [84] promoted the used of hotkeys throughout the interface with ExposeHK 

and reduced the number of steps for expert selections.  

However, some of these techniques (such as full-screen overviews) are difficult to use on large 

touch tables because the user can be at any location and any orientation, making it difficult to 

accurately position a visual representation so that it is visible and reachable. At the same time, 

some of these advanced techniques are also unsuitable for hand-held multi-touch tablets – because 

of the physical characteristics of tablets, such as small screen size, or because of the need to hold 

the tablet with one hand, or the “fat finger” problem [112]. If many objects are placed in a small 

touch screen, interaction with a specific object accurately using a finger will become problematic. 

2.2.3 Bimanual Techniques 

Bimanual techniques (that is, techniques that use both hands) can be useful for designing more-

powerful interactive systems. Numerous research projects have investigated the advantages of 

two-handed interactions [12, 19, 21, 23, 36, 63, 99]. While designing applications, multi-touch 

system designers can easily increase the input vocabulary for users and add more natural 

interaction techniques by leveraging input from two hands. Various input devices have been 

explored to enable bimanual input into computer interfaces: for example, styluses, toolglasses, and 

trackballs have been used along with the traditional input devices such keyboards and mice. 

Comparisons among these input devices [38, 51, 64, 88, 91] indicate that some perform well under 

certain conditions and perform poorly in others [17]. There are several research projects and 

studies [53, 64, 77, 93] investigating the use of techniques that use two hands, and as suggested by 

Brandl et al. [17] these can be divided into two categories: first, “models and frameworks”, and 

second, “applications and input devices”. 

Models and frameworks 

Guiard’s Kinematic Chain model [43] proposes the general framework for asymmetric labor 

division in bimanual tasks performed by a human, and has influenced much work in bimanual 

interaction. The model states that when two or more motor units are assembled in series, they form 

a kinematic chain. This model can describe many bimanual tasks, such as working on a tablet 

involves two hands – one to hold the tablet, and the other to manipulate the screen (see Figure 6). 

The relationship between the two hands in a work is summarized by Brandl et al.: “During two-
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handed interaction, both hands have different roles that depend on each other with respect to three 

rules: the dominant hand (DH) moves within the frame of reference defined by the non-dominant 

hand (NDH); the sequence of motion generally sees the NDH setting the reference frame prior to 

actions with the DH being made within that context; and that the DH works at a higher level of 

precision than the NDH in both spatial and temporal terms” ([17], p. 154). As shown in Figure 6, 

while working with a multi-touch phone, the NDH holds the device and creates the reference frame 

for the DH to interact with the device. 

 

Figure 6: Bimanual task – holding the phone with the non-dominant hand and touching the 

screen with the dominant hand [32]. 

Applications and Input Devices 

The feasibility of different bimanual tasks has been evaluated for various input methods. Rekimoto 

created a multi-touch interaction technique called SmartSkin [99] that can sense multiple positions 

of multiple hands. A prototype created for digital tables supported bimanual interaction for simple 

object manipulation tasks (e.g., zooming). A technique called Holowall [86] supports bimanual 

interactions along with single hand and whole body interactions for wall sized displays. Dietz et 

al. created a touch sensitive input technique (DiamondTouch [33]) that enabled bimanual 
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interaction in table-sized displays; this technique was later successfully incorporated in other 

bimanual interactive projects [19, 25, 36, 38, 130].  

Several research projects have been carried out by researchers in HCI to investigate the 

performance of different bimanual interaction techniques against standard input devices. In large 

tabletop interfaces, Forlines et al. [38] compared a two-handed mouse to direct touch input. 

Kabbash et al. [64] compared performances among different input devices (e.g., stylus, trackball 

and mouse) in a bimanual setting. On large tables, Brandl et al. [17] used both pen (e.g., stylus) 

and direct touch simultaneously for more precise bimanual interactions. 

Bimanual interaction has also been studied in touch interfaces. In a comparative study, the 

performance of two-handed interaction was investigated with a TouchMouse [51] in one hand and 

a traditional input device in another hand. The Marking Menu technique [70] – a widely 

investigated memory dependent gesture technique – has also been implemented for two handed 

operation [66]. Odell et al. [91] compared marking menus, toolglasses and hotkeys in both one-

handed and two-handed fashion. The results from these experiments indicate that bimanual 

interactions can improve overall performance. 

Bailly et al.’s finger count menu [11] is also a good example of the bimanual interaction for fast 

command selection in touch tables. As shown in Figure 7, with this technique one of five menus 

can be invoked using a corresponding number of fingers from the NDH and a command from that 

menu can be selected by touching down a specific number of fingers from the DH. 
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Figure 7: Finger count menu – bimanual interaction [41]. 

Another bimanual technique uses Palettes and Toolglasses [63], allowing users to position a menu 

of tools with the non-dominant hand, and make selections with a pointing device in the dominant 

hand. This division allows one hand to act in a supporting role to the other (following Guiard’s 

Kinematic Chain model [43]). Although bimanual techniques such as Toolglasses can improve 

performance compared to traditional selection widgets [16], they only allow users to build up a 

coarse understanding of the locations of specific commands in relation to the hand, and only when 

used with an absolute input space. The intent of our HandMark menus is to go beyond the design 

of other multi-hand selection techniques, and use the hands as a more detailed absolute reference 

frame for developing memory of specific item locations. 

2.3 USE OF LANDMARKS 

In the real world, landmarks are known to assist people in remembering locations [83]. Landmarks 

are obvious visual features in an environment that do not move, and that can provide a reference 

frame for people to learn other locations. For example, in a city environment, a prominent building 

or park can act as a landmark, allowing people to remember new locations in relation to the known 

landmark. In the campus of University of Saskatchewan, the Thorvaldson building might act as 
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such a landmark, allowing people to remember where other buildings are in relation to the 

Thorvaldson building. Landmarks help to define object locations in relation to the positions of 

other objects. As a result, landmarks are extremely important when it comes to encoding and 

retrieving location knowledge. In graphical interfaces, landmarks provide a potential method for 

users to mentally consolidate the data they can see into an overall spatial understanding. 

In GUI-based systems, landmarks help users build up spatial memory of different command 

locations by providing a strong external reference frame that can anchor later retrieval. For 

example, Gutwin et al.’s FastTap [47] (see Figure 2) and Schramm et al.’s Hidden Toolbars [108] 

(see Figure 8) use the edges and corners of hand-held devices (e.g., tablets) as landmarks to 

organize a grid menu and toolbar. Figure 8 shows an example of the Hidden Toolbar technique, 

where different color markers are presented in a thin line along the four edges of a tablet; each 

color represents a particular icon or command. These color markings act as landmarks and help 

users to perform rapid selection by swiping outward from those marked locations. 

 

Figure 8: Hidden toolbar interface – using colored border regions as landmarks to help users 

remember locations [108]. 
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These landmark based techniques have been successfully implemented for smaller scale devices, 

such as smartwatches. Lafreniere et al.’s WristTap and TwoTap techniques [76] use a FastTap-

like grid menu, and leverage the natural landmarks of the corners and edges of the smartwatch to 

assist rapid command selection. However, corners and edges may not be suitable for large displays 

(e.g., tables) as they provide only a few landmarks compared to the size of the command set. 

For large displays (e.g., desktops), a technique called CommandMap [103] accelerates command 

selection by presenting all the commands in flat full-screen overlay representation instead of the 

traditional hierarchical menu structure. The arrangement of the items in the grid provides a set of 

visual landmarks (e.g., a user might remember that a particular icon is next to a predominantly 

green item). Similarly, Cockburn et al.’s [26] space-filling thumbnails improved document 

navigation with an overview display of thumbnails. In this system, the grid of thumbnails also 

provided a set of landmarks (i.e., noticeable or visually-different pages in the grid).  

 

Figure 9: Footprint Scrollbar – color markers to enable revisitation [1]. 
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In circumstances where natural landmarks are not available, dynamically generating artificial 

landmarks based on user behavior can be useful for supporting revisitation [105]. Alexander et al. 

[1] applied this idea to within-document navigation with their Footprints Scrollbar (see Figure 9); 

this system places colored marks in the scrollbar at recently visited document locations. The results 

of an evaluation showed these visual cues can act as landmarks which significantly decrease 

navigation time for revisited locations. Other techniques which also have successfully applied 

artificial landmarks include Skopik and Gutwin’s “visit-wear” fisheye view [113], City Lights 

[132], Halo [14], Wedge [44], and the Canyon visualization [59]. However, these techniques often 

become less efficient with larger command sets, where many commands are not near any landmark 

(e.g., the middle regions of a grid). 

In addition, use of landmarks within the interface is seen in many video summarization systems. 

In these systems the creation of visual markers such as storyboards can provide landmarks that 

indicate scene changes to users. For example, using captions, scripts and plot summaries as 

reference points for different video locations, SceneSkim [95] provides browsing and skimming 

facilities through video. Another method called Video Digests [96] uses navigable markers to 

represent sections of a long video, which enables users to efficiently browse through video content. 

Other tools support exploration and revisitation of different video locations by showing visual 

highlights on the navigable timelines that represent personal [2] or crowd [65, 131] navigation 

history.  

2.4 SUPPORTING LARGE NUMBERS OF COMMANDS 

In WIMP based GUIs, each command is typically assigned to a widget; users activate the command 

by clicking on the widget with a mouse. Many commercial software products provide a large 

number of commands: Microsoft’s Office suite or Adobe’s Photoshop or Maya tools have 

hundreds of commands in their interface, often arranged in hierarchical menu structures [103]. For 

example, Microsoft Office places commands in different “ribbon” toolbars which are organized 

into multiple tabs – but the large number of commands in different tabs and ribbons make it hard 

for users to remember and access the commands [103]. 
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Use of memory-based techniques is one way to provide faster selection [47, 70, 103]. However, 

existing memory-dependent techniques available for touch devices support only a limited number 

of commands. For example, Finger Count menus [11] support only 25 commands (5 menus 

selected with the NDH, and five items in each that can be selected with the DH). Similarly, the 

FastTap menu can only accommodate 19 commands in a grid [47]. 

Procedural memory-based marking menu with its different variants [66, 70] which include multi-

touch [79] and two-handed marking menu [66] improved selection performance, however they can 

accommodate approximately 64 items. Zaho et al.’s Polygon menus [133] successfully increased 

the per level command accommodation capacity of marking menus from 8 to 10. Other memory 

based gesture techniques such as Flower menus [10], Arpège [40], Augmented letters [101] and 

Octopocus [13] try to increase the capacity of command vocabulary by extending gesture range, 

or allowing chained hierarchies of gestures. 

Memory-based selection techniques can allow a large command set while maintaining fast menu 

access. There are a few examples of high-capacity techniques: for example, Gutwin et al.’s 

ListMap [46] places 225 font items into a grid of buttons, and a similar spatial organization is 

followed in Scarr et al.’s CommandMaps [103] technique (which placed 210 items in a 2D grid). 

On the other hand, Kurtenbach et al.’s [71] Hotbox follows a different approach, supporting large 

command sets by grouping the menu items into different Marking-Menu zones. Although studies 

showed that only a small subset of available commands (e.g., less than 6% [8, 75]) are frequently 

used by most users, a problem for these large-capacity memory-depended techniques, however, is 

remembering command locations accurately. In these memory based techniques, when the 

command set size increases, the differentiability between gestures or grid locations becomes 

smaller, which may make it hard for the users to remember the commands. Also, most of these 

techniques are intended for desktop interfaces, which often makes them unfit for various touch 

devices. 
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2.5 HAND DETECTION 

As discussed in earlier sections (2.1 and 2.2), hands are the primary tools for interacting with multi-

touch devices; in order to design effective hand-centric interaction techniques, we need to identify 

hands and touches accurately. Associated issues in this task are that people have two hands, and 

are capable of using multiple fingers often at the same time [20, 43]; in addition, each finger differs 

from the others in shape and size, and while touching, fingers could be placed in different 

orientations. Hence, it is important to differentiate between left and right hand along with the shape 

and orientation of the hand once it has touched the surface. 

Earlier work has explored hand detection using several methods: computer vision approaches, 

specialized hardware, and glove-based tracking. Several systems use computer vision to track the 

position of hands and to identify fingers [6, 37, 80]. In these system, researchers used cameras 

(which were placed under large touch screens) to detect hands, touch points, and sometimes even 

the arm associated with hands. Often, these techniques are robust enough that they can ignore palm 

contacts while touching (see Figure 10). Also, as they can detect the arm associated with touch 

points, they can even identify multiple persons interacting with system. However, these vision-

based techniques are not suitable in mobile touch devices such as tablets. 

 

Figure 10: Vision based hand detection [37]. 
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Another technique uses distance, orientation, and movement information of touch blobs to identify 

fingers and people [31, 125]. Schmidt et al.’s HandsDown [106] system allows hand detection on 

tabletops, and provides lenses for interaction [107]. SMARTBoards are quite common today that 

can also sense touches both from pen and hands – the DViT technique in SMARTBoards [114] 

uses computer vision-based techniques to sense touches, but it cannot identify specific hands. The 

reliability and accuracy of vision-based recognition, however, remains a challenge for all of these 

systems. 

Other methods use specialized hardware to distinguish between hand parts and between users. For 

example, the DiamondTouch system [33] uses a capacitive coupling technique along with an 

overhead projector to identify different users. It can support multiple points of input from up to 

four users. SmartSkin [99] is another technology that can also enable touch sensing on large 

tabletops. Unlike the DiamondTouch technique, this technique cannot differentiate among 

multiple users. It offers, however, a more accurate detection of multiple input points and shapes. 

In addition, it describes several interaction techniques using hand shape and multi-finger input. 

There are other specialized hardware-dependent approaches that can distinguish hands and body 

parts: for example, an EMG muscle-sensing armband that identifies a person’s fingers touching a 

surface [15], and fingerprint recognition to provide precise touch information and user 

identification [56]. Other techniques distinguish a user’s hands and their posture in space by using 

colored patches or markers on gloves [18, 129]. 

Most of these techniques are unsuitable for hand-held touch surfaces and also for large capacitive 

or resistive surface-based tables. As described below (Section 3.2.2), we developed a simple hand 

identification technique for HandMark menus that does not use either vision or specialized 

hardware, but relies only on the touch points that are reported by a multi-touch surface.  
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CHAPTER 3 

3 DESIGNING EFFICIENT MULTI-TOUCH INTERACTIONS BY 

USING HANDS AS LANDMARKS 

 

In this chapter3 we introduce a new interaction technique called HandMark Menus, which provide 

rapid command selection on multi-touch surfaces and support a large number of commands, by 

using hands and fingers as spatial landmarks. This chapter focuses on the design of efficient touch 

interaction methods, and the approach developed here (HandMarks) is evaluated in later chapters 

for two different platforms (tables and tablets).  

3.1 HANDMARKS: EFFICICENT HAND-CENTRIC COMMAND SELECTION 

Here we present the HandMark Menu technique for efficient interactions that uses the hands and 

fingers as landmarks. This technique is mainly a multi-touch based interaction that leverage users’ 

spatial knowledge of their own hands and fingers to lay out a large number of commands, and to 

allow quick command selection. Starting with the multi-touch interaction, we describe each part 

of this technique in the following sections. 

3.1.1 Multi-Touch Interaction 

The most common way of interacting with any touch surface is direct finger based touch. Although 

there are other modalities of interaction (described in Section 2.1), we chose the most common 

                                                 

3 Portions of the material in this chapter first appeared in the following publications: [120, 121]. 
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mechanism in order to cover maximum ground in the area of touch interaction. To organize the 

component parts of a touch interaction, we follow the model proposed by Cechanowicz et al., 

which divides augmented interaction for GUIs [24] into two parts: objects and actions. The area 

of multi-touch interaction can be described by the same model, but with a few modifications as 

described below. 

Touch objects 

Any distinctive item with a visual representation in a touch interface can be considered as a touch 

object. These can be normal text, images, launcher icons, or an icon for a specific command. The 

main property of touch objects is that they can be directly manipulated simply by touching. Each 

touch object can be assigned to perform one specific task. Touch objects can also be called 

commands.   

Actions 

The possible manipulations of touch objects or commands are known as actions. Actions in touch 

interfaces can be categorized by the type of data that is being manipulated, and the number of 

fingers used [7] (see Figure 11). 

 Single-finger discrete actions: Simple pointing actions performed with only one finger fall 

in this category. These tasks can also be one of multiple states: for example, selecting an 

icon with a one-finger tap, and tapping twice to open an application.   

 Single-finger continuous actions: Single finger actions can also be continuous. For 

example, swiping, flicking, dragging all involve continuous 2D motions of the finger. 

These are commonly available in most modern touch interfaces.  

 Multi-finger discrete actions: Multiple fingers can be used to perform one state of a multi-

state task – for example, a multi-finger tap. 
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Figure 11: Examples of multi-touch actions (from [116]). 
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 Multi-finger continuous actions: a wide variety of touch actions are multi-finger 

continuous tasks. For example, pinching, zooming, and rotating are common facilities 

present in many multi-touch interfaces. However, although modern devices support many 

simultaneous touch points, and although people are capable of using multiple fingers at a 

time [20], most interfaces only provide interactions that can be performed with two fingers 

of one hand.  

 Complex actions: Some actions require coordinated effort from both hands – bimanual 

actions. These are normally available in large tables where both hands can be used in data 

manipulation on the surface. In ordinary desktop systems where input is received through 

mice and keyboards, people can efficiently use chorded actions, often with two hands [84]. 

In touch interfaces, however, complex bimanual actions are rare [11, 66], although 

kinesthetic models suggest that humans are capable of using richer and more expressive 

forms of interaction with multiple fingers [20]. In the following section, we consider users’ 

ability to perform complex tasks to make touch interactions more efficient.  

3.1.2 Rapid Selection 

Several studies have shown that hierarchical organization of commands (e.g., in menus or tabs) is 

one of the reasons behind slow selection performance [11, 70, 103]. In the previous chapter 

(Section 2.2), we discussed different ways of improving selection speed. In order to facilitate quick 

selections in touch interfaces for the design of HandMark menus, we used the ideas of hand-centric 

menu representation and reducing selection steps. 

 Hand-centric menu representation: While interacting with any touch based interface, one 

tool that is always present is the user’s hand. Based on informal observations of the 

characteristics of human hands, we determined that there is enough space between and 

around our fingers to place menu items – for example, small spaces between each pair of 

fingers, and a larger space between the thumb and forefinger (see Figure 12). We used a 

hand-centric menu presentation approach, and utilized the spaces around and between the 

fingers of a hand to place commands. With this menu representation, we intended to 

improve performance by bringing the menus close to users rather than placing menus at 

the edges of the screen. 
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Figure 12: Example right hand, showing available space for menu items between fingers, and 

between thumb and forefinger. 

 Reducing steps in selection: Reduction of the number of navigation steps is a useful way 

to improve selection performance, especially for expert users. Generally, there are three 

steps involved in command selection: menu invocation, command search by visually 

inspecting the menu, and selecting the desired command. An important aspect of 

HandMark menus is that they provide access to all commands with a minimum number of 

actions, and also allow experts to combine actions once locations are learned. Because 

people are capable of performing coordinated simple tasks simultaneously [20] even with 

two hands [43], our primary technique will use a bimanual selection process (sequential 

access using only one hand [76] is also considered later). The goal is to provide similar 

selection mechanisms for both novices and experts – so that with experience and the 

development of spatial memory, expert users will be able to drop the step of visual search 

to make more rapid selections [47, 103].  
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3.1.3 Spatial Memory Development 

Spatial memory is a powerful mechanism for improving selection performance, since users can 

make quick decisions about command locations from the memory rather than relying on slow 

visual search [47, 103]. In real life, spatial learning benefits from landmarks available in the 

environment [83]. User interfaces typically provide few landmarks, however, particularly in large 

spatial interfaces when there are many items in the middle of the screen. The approach of 

HandMarks is to show commands around the user’s spread-out fingers when the hand is touched 

down on the surface – and as long as the item locations are stable, the item locations can be 

remembered using reference to the user’s own fingers and hand. For example, the ‘copy’ command 

might be located at the top of the user’s index finger – with practice, the user will remember this 

association. The natural landmarks of the hand and fingers can act as powerful yet convenient tools 

to aid in spatial memory development. 

3.1.4 Large Command Set 

Accommodating large number of commands within user interfaces is a challenging issue. To 

design a technique that will support large number of commands while still allowing users to 

perform rapid memory-based selections, we leveraged the spaces between and around the fingers 

of both hands. In particular, we focused on the large space between the index finger and the thumb. 

We also exploit people’s ability to control multiple fingers simultaneously [11, 20]. We assign 

different set of commands to different finger combinations of one hand. We identified four easy 

combinations for one hand. For example, a first command set is shown when only the index finger 

and thumb of the left hand are touched down; a second set is shown when the index, middle and 

thumb are touched (and so on). To keep the combinations simple, we decided to use index and 

thumb all the time (in an L-shaped posture), and created other combinations by adding other fingers 

(see Figure 13). When this approach is applied to both hands, we can specify eight different sets 

of commands (four with each hand).  
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Figure 13: Finger combinations of one hand. 

3.2 IMPLEMENTING THE HANDMARK TECHNIQUE 

Here we discuss the implementation process and important aspects that are needed to consider 

while implementing new interactions using hands as landmarks. 

3.2.1 Design of HandMark Menu 

It is possible to design new interaction techniques for any multi-touch surface in many ways, but 

not all those ways would lead to efficient interactions. We have identified several issues that should 

be considered by interaction designers while designing HandMark interfaces. 

 Command placement: Since HandMark menu places commands around and between 

fingers of a hand, care should be taken while placing the commands. As the space between 

index and thumb is bigger than spaces between other fingers, a larger number of commands 

can be placed in that region. Other places are not as convenient to reach (such as beside the 

pinky finger), so infrequently used commands or destructive commands (e.g., delete) can 

be placed in those positions. Figure 14 shows a mockup of an Android options menu with 

commonly used system settings and applications. 
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Figure 14: Command placement around and between fingers. 

 

Figure 15: Commands in grid between index and thumb. 
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Figure 15 shows a mockup menu using Android’s commonly used application icons in a 

grid in the large space between index and thumb of right hand. 

 Size and number of commands: While designing HandMark menus, special care is required 

for determining the size of the icons. Since fingers will be used to interact with those 

commands, size of human fingers [30] should be considered. By efficiently using the 

spaces around and between fingers of both hands, number of commands can be increased 

depending on the requirement of any system. 

 Selection mechanism: People are capable of performing tasks with multiple finger at the 

same time, even with two hands. Depending on the intended platform, a suitable selection 

mechanism can be picked for HandMark menu. If both hands are available, then menu 

invocation and selection actions can be performed in parallel with two hands [11]; selection 

can be also performed by using two serial actions with the same hand [76], where after 

invoking the menu by placing the menu hand, same hand can be used to select an item from 

the menu (lifting hand after menu invocation and placed again). However, it is expected 

that there should be consistency in the selection mechanism so that users can develop 

familiarity and expertise with the command locations [47, 70]. Figures 16, 17 and 18, 19 

show selection processes that can be performed using two hands and one hand respectively 

(details are provided in the following chapters). 
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Figure 16: Bimanual selection process (commands laid out around fingers). 

 

 

Figure 17: Bimanual selection process (commands laid out between thumb and forefinger). 
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Figure 18: Single-handed selection process (the menu is shown when the hand touches the 

surface; then user lifts hand and selects item with forefinger). 

 

Figure 19: Single-handed selection process (touch with hand shows menu, then user lifts hand 

and selects item with a second touch). 
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 Feedback: In any interface, feedback is a useful way to confirm selections. By changing 

the color of the command button selection, feedback can be provided to users. There are 

several other methods of feedback such as sound notification or vibrations which can also 

be used. Figures 16-19 show feedback by changing the color of the selected item.  

 Occlusion: Some degree of occlusion is inevitable in touch based interactions. Two types 

of occlusions can occur in HandMark menu. First, occlusion of the background objects 

with the overlay menu, and second, occlusion of the menu or content by the hand itself. 

However, measures can be taken to minimize these effects. Semi-transparent menus can 

reduce occlusion of document content [47, 103], and having the menu move when the user 

rotate and moves their hand can reduce the effect of hand-based occlusion. We note that in 

memory based techniques, occlusions become less likely to affect selection as users learn 

the item locations, since they can begin to use the reference frame of their hands when 

preparing the selection action, rather than needing to carry out visual search of the actual 

icons on the screen. 

3.2.2 Hand Detection 

In order to implement HandMark menus, we need to identify the left and right hand accurately 

using only the fingers’ touch points. We rely on the touch points since these are available in most 

of the capacitive and resistive touch surfaces. We make use of the distinctive geometries of 

people’s hands in terms of the position of the thumb compared to other fingers and the individual 

positions of the fingers compared to the thumb. For example, the position of the thumb is always 

below the other fingers if the hand points upwards, and the rightmost touch is always the thumb 

for the left hand (and reversed for the right). Using these features, we are reliably able to 

differentiate the left and right hand. Other fingers (index, middle, ring, and pinky) can be found 

from the touch points once the hand and thumb are identified.  

Simple touch-point-based hand detection algorithm 

We considered only the touch points to identify a hand and fingers, in particular we used the (X, 

Y) coordinate values. The algorithm we use is as follows: 
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for each set of points touched down simultaneously 

identify the lowest touch point as thumb 

if thumb is the rightmost among all the points 

identify the hand as left 

identify remaining touch points sequentially in right-to-left order 

else 

identify the hand as right 

identify remaining touch points sequentially in left-to-right order 

 

This simple algorithm requires that users place the fingers of one hand (all five fingers for the 

technique that lays out items around the fingers, and at least two for the version that uses the space 

between the thumb and forefinger) on the surface in an approximately upright posture, and at 

approximately the same time (but in any order). Other finger-identification techniques exist that 

are more robust (see Vogel [122]), but our simplistic approach works well for the prototypes 

described in this thesis. 

3.2.3 Implementation Details 

For the implementation we used a 24-inch Dell multi-touch monitor (ten simultaneous touch points 

with a resolution of 1920x1080) and the HandMark menu prototypes were developed using the 

JavaFX software environment. The software ran on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2100 3.10 GHz 

machine (Windows 8.1 64-bit).  

First, we implemented the touch-point-based simple hand detection algorithm for identifying the 

hand and fingers. We tracked the (X,Y) coordinates of the touch points, ran through the hand 

detection algorithm (Section 3.2.2). It detected the hand as left or right and assigned the touch 

points to specific fingers such as thumb, index, middle etc. Then we implemented the two variants 

of HandMark menu: HandMark-Finger and HandMark-Multi by following the parameters 

described below. We used 64px icons in our implemented versions and the icons were collected 

from open source sites and some from Android’s library [34].  

HandMark-Finger 

In HandMark-Finger menu, we divided the location into three groups: between thumb and index, 

between other fingers and top of fingers. For each of them we set different configuration. Details 
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for HandMark-Finger are provided in Table 1 considering only right hand. These parameters can 

be used for left hand also with a slight modification. In our implementation, all the distances are 

calculated from the top left corner of the button icons. We considered adult human hand size [30] 

while setting the value for each finger. Because of the physiological characteristics of hand and 

fingers we had to consider each finger separately. For the group between index and thumb, we 

placed eight icons square button in 2×4 grid, for the top of the finger group we used circular button, 

and for others we stacked two icons on top of each other which were skewed to the bottom to 

match the size of the space between two fingers. 

Table 1: Configuration of HandMark-Finger menu. 

Location Vertical distance (px) Horizontal distance (px) Angle (with y-axis) 

Between  

thumb and 

index 

410 above from thumb 205 left from index -5 

Between 

index and 

middle 

120 above from index 15 right from index -5 

Between 

middle and ring 

80 above from middle 30 right from middle 5 

Between 

ring and pinky 

70 above from ring 40 right from ring 12 

Side of pinky 50 above from pinky 20 right from pinky 15 

Top of thumb 50 above 160 left -1 

Top of index 140 above 60 left -5 

Top of middle 140 above 40 left 0 

Top of ring 140 above 10 left 10 

Top of pinky 140 above 10 right 20 
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HandMark-Multi 

In Handmark-Multi we focused on the large space between thumb and index. We placed 20 icons 

in a 4×5 grid of square buttons in the space between index and thumb. In particular, for the right 

hand, the top left corner of the grid was placed 450px above from thumb and 400px left from index 

finger. Since index finger are required to place on the screen in upright postures (straight with no 

angle), we did not use any angle. Same configuration can be used for left hand with little 

modifications.  

3.3 RELATION WITH OTHER TECHNIQUES 

There are several other techniques that attempt to provide efficient touch interactions: for example, 

finger count menus [11] and two-handed marking menu [66] are memory dependent multi-touch 

techniques that include a limited number of commands. Palettes and Toolglasses [63] are also 

similar in some ways to the HandMark techniques, although they were not developed for touch 

based devices; our HandMark Menu’s two handed selection process can be seen as a descendent 

of these designs (i.e., controlling a menu of tools with the non-dominant hand, and making 

selections with the dominant hand). This division allows one hand to act in a supporting role to the 

other (following the Kinematic Chain model [43]). 

However, although techniques such as Toolglasses can improve performance compared to 

traditional selection widgets [16], they only allow users to build up a coarse understanding of the 

locations of specific commands in relation to the hand, and only when used with an absolute input 

space. The intent of HandMark menus is to go beyond the design of other multi-hand selection 

techniques, and use the hands as a more detailed absolute reference frame for developing memory 

of specific item locations. This allows people to remember commands using features on their 

hands, and allows them to position their hands and fingers for a correct selection even before the 

hands have touched the surface. 
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3.4 SUMMARY 

In this chapter, we have discussed different aspects related to the design of HandMark menus. The 

technique places commands in the spaces around and between the fingers so that users can more 

easily remember items with reference to their hands. In the next chapter (Chapter 4), we provide 

details of the design and evaluation of the bimanual HandMark menu for digital tables. Later (in 

Chapter 5) we introduce another variation that allows interaction with HandMark menus using 

only a single hand. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4 BIMANUAL HANDMARK MENUS FOR TABLETOPS 

 

In this chapter4, we describe the details of HandMark menus designed for digital tables, and 

evaluate the technique (and the idea of using people’s hands as landmarks) for command selection. 

We identify relevant design parameters for the table version of HandMark menus and discuss 

studies that we performed to answer key questions about performance and usability.  

As introduced in the previous chapter, we developed and tested two hand-centric menu techniques 

for large multi-touch table displays. The first, HandMark-Finger, places command icons in the 

spaces between a user’s spread-out fingers. This technique uses the hand as a clear external 

reference frame – once the locations of different items are learned, people can use their hand as a 

frame for setting up the selection action even before the fingers are placed on the touchscreen. The 

technique can be used with both hands to increase the number of available items. 

The second technique, HandMark-Multi, provides multiple sets of commands, where the set is 

chosen by the number of fingers touching the surface. The technique is therefore similar to finger-

count menus in the way that a category is selected, but allows many more items per category 

because a larger menu is displayed between the thumb and index finger (20 items in a 4x5 grid). 

HandMark-Multi also allows people to prepare for their selection before the hands are placed on 

the screen, once they have learned what menu an item is in and its location in the grid. 

                                                 

4 Material in this chapter first appeared in the following publications: [121]. 
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We carried out a study that compared HandMark menus to equivalently-sized tabbed toolbars 

presented at the top of the display. The study showed that HandMark-Finger was significantly 

faster than standard tabs (0.6 seconds per selection) with a similar error rate. The study also showed 

that although HandMark-Multi was slower than a tab UI in the early stages of use, there was no 

difference between the techniques once people gained experience. For both menus, it was clear 

that people did use their hands as a reference frame that aided memory of tool locations (e.g., 

people increasingly prepared their two hands for a correct selection as they gained experience). 

Participants also strongly preferred HandMark menus over the tab interfaces. The main 

contribution of this chapter is providing empirical evidence that the hands, and people’s intimate 

knowledge of them, are an under-used resource that can improve the performance and usability of 

interfaces for tables and multi-touch systems. 

4.1 DESIGN OF HANDMARK-FINGER MENU FOR TABLETOPS 

The HandMark-Finger technique provides modal access to two different sets of commands, each 

belonging to one hand. Here we identify important factors in designing a HandMark-Finger menu 

for a relatively small number of commands. The five factors that can influence the performance of 

HandMark-Finger menu are: command placement, size of targets, number of commands, selection 

procedure, and visual feedback. 

4.1.1 Command Placement 

While interacting with any touch-based interface (e.g., tabletops or tablets) the hands are always 

present, but they are used only for selecting and manipulating commands. In the case of tabletops 

there are lots of spaces around the fingers of both hands which are not utilized in any interface. If 

we consider an adult human hand (fingers spread), we see spaces between fingers and above the 

fingers (see Figure 20). For example, there is a large space between forefinger and thumb. 

Similarly, there is space between any two adjacent fingers. In our research, HandMark-Finger 

menu explores the spaces around and between the fingers of both hands and places commands 

there. Since commands are placed in spaces between two adjacent fingers and top of every finger 
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of both hands, those hands and fingers will work as anchoring points that will help users to develop 

spatial memory.  

 

Figure 20: HandMark-Finger menu with commands (right hand). 

4.1.2 Size of Targets 

For a multi-touch tabletop interface, target size is a crucial factor. In general, bare hands are used 

to interact with the system so it will be difficult for the users to select commands accurately if the 

target size is not properly matched with fingers. Previous research on multi-touch interactions [47, 

76] have considered these factors while designing target sizes. For HandMark-Finger, we 

determined the target size using the average width of an adult index finger (16-20mm [30]) as a 

guideline and considering Parhi et al.’s recommendation that touch targets be no smaller than 

9.6mm [94]. 

4.1.3 Number of Commands 

One of our goals was to accommodate a large command vocabulary. To achieve that goal, we 

designed HandMark-Finger menu by placing pairs of commands between fingers, and one at the 
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top of each finger. As the space between the thumb and index finger is larger, we placed eight 

commands there in a 2×4 grid (Figure 20). In total, HandMark-Finger can support 21 commands 

as a set for one hand, and by combining two hands, it can accommodate 42 commands. Commands 

sets can be grouped by semantic factors (e.g., command type or icon color) to make it convenient 

for users to remember which hand contains which commands.  

4.1.4 Selection Mechanism 

While designing the prototype for HandMark-Finger, rapid command selection was a main 

priority. We created a bimanual command selection technique that ensures the use of hands and 

fingers as landmarks to facilitate rapid development of spatial memory and still makes selection 

process fast. To invoke the HandMark-Finger menu, the five fingers of the left or right hand are 

touched down in any order, spreading the hand to provide space between the fingers. Commands 

are displayed in the spaces around the hand and between the fingers (Figure 21) of that hand, and 

selections are made by touching an item with the other hand. 

 

Figure 21: Command selection in HandMark-Finger menu. 
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The user can rotate and move the menu in any direction. Following a hand touch, the menu appears 

after a 300ms delay, but selections can be made immediately without waiting for the menu to 

appear. This enables two types of selections: novice and expert. 

Novice 

Novices are users who are new to the HandMark-Finger menu system and do not have any prior 

knowledge of different commands’ positions with reference to hands and fingers. They can wait 

until the menu appears after placing the menu hand and use visual search to select a target with a 

finger from the other hand (Figure 21). Novices therefore carry out a selection process by following 

three sequential steps: menu invocation by placing hand on screen, visual search for an item, and 

command selection with a finger of the other hand. 

 

Figure 22: HM-Finger expert selection without seeing the commands. 

Expert 

Expert users, who have built up spatial memory of the location of a desired item with reference to 

hands and fingers, can tap the location without waiting for the menu to be displayed (Figure 22). 
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This follows Kurtenbach’s principle of rehearsal, which states that novice actions should be a 

rehearsal of the expert mode [74]. In expert selection, the visual search for an item step is dropped, 

and the other two steps (menu invocation and command selection) can be combined into a single 

step. 

We note that the 300ms delay in showing the menu icons is not a necessary part of the design. In 

our prototypes we included this delay in order to more clearly see users’ shift to expert operation, 

but in real-world versions of the menu system, the icons could be shown immediately (although 

the delay could be useful for avoiding occlusion of the workspace, as discussed below). 

4.1.5 Feedback 

The presence of feedback can often enhance the development of spatial memory. Feedback can be 

proprioceptive or visual. The users receive proprioceptive feedback while making physical 

movements to interact with computers, such as typing on a keyboard or touching a touchscreen. 

Prior studies have shown that direct proprioceptive interaction with items can facilitate better 

spatial learning [61, 100, 117], and through rehearsal, novice users can exploit spatial memory to 

become expert [47, 70, 74]. However, spatial memory is not always precise and users often have 

only approximate memory of the item-locations they have interacted before. In these 

circumstances, visual feedback can help users to make accurate selections. Results of previous 

studies [29, 62] showed that people often use their spatial memory to remember the proximal 

locations of the items, yet confirmation of the selections with visual feedback is suggested.  
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Figure 23: Feedback of selection. 

In any interactive interface, visual feedback confirms users about their selection. The most 

common form of feedback is through a visual highlight over the active item. Rapid visual feedback 

for novice selections helps users to develop spatial memory quickly, and thus accelerates the 

transition from novice to expert. HandMark-Finger provides visual feedback to users by showing 

the command set as long as the respective menu hand is touched down on the screen (see Figure 

23), and by highlighting the chosen item. In our experimental system where the system knew the 

intended target, the highlighting was green for correct selections and red for incorrect selections. 

In expert mode (where the full set of menu icons is not shown), the selected icon is displayed (and 

highlighted) for 500ms.  

4.1.6 In-Place Tools and Occlusion of the Content 

In-place tools appear at the user’s work location (e.g., popup menus). All in-place interfaces 

occlude parts of the work surface [122] or the whole screen (e.g., FastTap or CommandMaps). For 

both of the HandMark menus we chose a hybrid overlay presentation – when used in novice mode, 

the menu covers part of the screen, but in expert mode, no visual presentation is needed. In 

addition, it is easy for the user to control the presence of the overlay (by lifting the fingers from 
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the touch surface), allowing rapid switching between menu and content. It is also easy to move the 

menu hand after activating the menu, which allows the user to further manage occlusion. 

4.2 DESIGN OF HANDMARK-MULTI MENU FOR TABLETOPS 

We developed a second variant of HandMark menus that also uses hands and fingers as landmarks 

but provides access to a much larger number of commands. The technique is called HandMark-

Multi. This variant also provides modal access to command sets, but this time there are eight sets 

of commands. Here we present the design factors of HandMark-Multi for tabletops. 

4.2.1 Command Placement 

While designing HandMark-Multi, we considered similar design factors as described above (see 

Section 4.1.1). Our goal was to accommodate a larger number of commands. We noticed that if 

we place a hands on a tabletop (keeping thumb and index finger in ‘L’ shape and others pointing 

upward), we see a large space between thumb and forefinger. We utilized that large space to place 

commands in a spatially-stable grid (Figure 24). This layout does not have the same degree of 

connection to the individual fingers and features of the hand as HandMark-Finger, but there is still 

a clear reference frame provided by the thumb and forefinger to help users to develop spatial 

memory of the grid. Compared to the extensive availability of landmarks in HandMark-Finger, 

HandMark-Multi provides limited landmark support with only two fingers of both hands. 
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Figure 24: HandMark-Multi menu showing the first set of left hand. 

4.2.2 Size and Number of Commands 

For selecting the size of the command set for HandMark-Multi menu, we followed the same design 

guidelines used for HandMark-Finger menus (discussed in Section 4.1.2) and considered previous 

design recommendations [30, 47, 94]. We were inspired by Gutwin et al.’s FastTap menu design 

for tablets [47], and placed 20 commands (a 4×5 grid) in the space between thumb and forefinger.  

The other fingers of the hand can then be used to indicate different command sets. The thumb and 

forefinger are always used to frame the grid, so we can provide four sets of command in one hand 

(the first set uses only thumb and forefinger, and the others add the middle, ring, and pinky fingers). 
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In total, HandMark-Multi supports 160 items (20 in each set, and 4 sets in each hand). To make it 

convenient for the users, we grouped similar items in one set based on their type and color. 

4.2.3 Invocation Mechanism and Feedback 

In HM-Multi, there are eight sets of commands (four in each hand) and each set can be accessed 

by touching on the screen with a specific number of fingers and thumb from one hand in an L-

shaped posture. Figure 25 shows the four combinations to access the sets of left hand. Similar four 

combinations from right hand can be used to invoke left hand’s sets. 

  

  

Figure 25: Finger combinations to access the sets of HM-Multi menu (left hand). 

The index finger and thumb are always used, and adding other fingers accesses other sets – e.g., 

to access the second set on the left hand, the index and middle fingers of the left hand are touched 
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down along with the thumb. The menu follows the user’s hand as it moves or rotates on the screen. 

Once a desired command set is invoked by placing fingers of one hand in a specified combination, 

other hand’s finger can be used to select a target from that set.  

Handmark-Multi also supports the novice and expert selection methods (see Figure 26) similar to 

HandMark-Finger menu described earlier (see Section 4.1.4). Since novices are new to the system, 

they must rely on visual search to locate one desired item. Once found, they can select that with 

other hand’s finger. Experts, on the other hand, cap drop the visual search step by leveraging the 

spatial knowledge of the item with reference to hand and fingers and can perform rapid selection 

by executing menu invocation and command selection with two hands in parallel.  

Figure 26: Selections in HM-Multi menu: (left) novice, (right) expert. 

Similar to HM-Finger (see Section 4.1.5), HM-Multi menu provides feedback about item layout 

as long as menu hand is touched down and visual feedback (using a colored highlight) for target 

selection. 
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4.3 EXPERIMENT: HANDMARK-MENUS FOR TABLETOPS 

To assess the performance of command selection using hands as landmarks, we conducted a study 

comparing HandMark menus to standard tab-based menus. We compared the interfaces in a 

controlled experiment where participants selected a series of commands over several blocks, 

allowing us to examine selection behaviors and learning effects in each interface. 

4.3.1 Experimental Conditions 

Two versions of HandMark menus, and two equivalent versions of a standard tab interface were 

implemented in a tabletop environment (see Figures 20 and 24). Here we describe the experimental 

systems used in the study. 

HandMark-Finger 

HandMark-Finger menu was implemented as described above (see Section 4.1). The interface used 

in the experiment contained 21 commands in each hand’s set (grouped by color and type), for a 

total of 42 items. Eight items were used as study targets – four from each hand (Figure 27).  

 

Figure 27: Target locations for HM-Finger. 

HandMark-Multi 

HandMark-Multi menu was also implemented as described above (see Section 4.2). There were 

20 command buttons in a 4×5 grid for each set. In this menu, there were eight sets (grouped by 

color and type) for a total of 160 command buttons. Eight targets were used in the study, one from 

each set (Figure 28 shows command locations within the grid; note that each command was from 

a different set). 
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Figure 28: Target locations for HM-Multi (collapsed across different sets). 

Standard Tab interfaces 

We implemented two versions of standard tabbed ribbon interface (called Tabs-2 and Tabs-8) to 

compare with the two HandMark menus. Tabs-2 (Figure 29) had only two tabs (each consisting of 

20 command buttons in a 10×2 grid) to match HandMark-Finger. For Tabs-8 (Figure 30), there 

were eight tabs each with 20 items in a 10×2 grid (total of 160). For both versions, items were 

grouped either by type or color, and the named tabs were placed side by side as a ribbon interface 

at the top left edge of the screen. Users could tap on a particular tab to view its commands before 

selection. 
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Figure 29: Standard tab menu with two tabs - Tabs-2. 

We compared HandMarks to Tabs rather than other research systems for several reasons: Tabs 

offer equitable command range to our prototypes (which is not provided by several research 

techniques), and they are the de facto standard UI for many interfaces; in addition, a main goal of 

the evaluation was to compare the strong landmarking and proprioceptive approach of HandMarks 

to a traditional visually-guided approach. 
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Figure 30: Standard tab menus with eight tabs - Tabs-8. 

4.3.2 Hardware Configuration 

Both studies were implemented on a tabletop environment and carried out using a Dell 24-inch 

multi-touch monitor (1920×1080 resolution) placed flat on a table in front of the participant in 

portrait mode. Although this is not a large-scale surface, it adequately simulated the combination 

of a local work area and a far edge that participants needed to reach to. Both studies were conducted 

using a Windows 7 PC; the interfaces were written in JavaFX. 
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4.3.3 Performance Measures 

The study software recorded all experimental data including trial completion time, errors, and 

incorrect set invocations. Trial completion time is defined as the time taken by the user to select a 

target correctly after it was shown on the screen. It also includes the time taken to correct an 

incorrect selection. The software records an error when the participant selects a location which is 

not the displayed target. The trial ended only when the user selected the correct target, so multiple 

errors were possible for each trial. Along with errors, the system also recorded incorrect set 

selections for each trial. Number of incorrect set invocations means the number of times a wrong 

command set was opened by the user while searching for a target. 

Trial completion time gives us a measure of the learning effect of the interfaces, while errors 

provides us with insights into the success of the selection task. Incorrect set invocations help us to 

understand the development of correct spatial memory and the amount of visual search that users 

are doing. 

4.3.4 Methods 

Participants 

Fourteen participants were recruited from the University of Saskatchewan; one person’s data could 

not be used due to technical difficulties, leaving 13 participants (6 females; mean age 24 years). 

All participants were students, and had no previous experience of using tabletop interfaces. 

However, most of them had used multi-touch systems such as tablets and smartphones before, with 

average weekly use between 1-10 hours. 

Task and Stimuli 

We carried out a simple controlled experiment where participants selected a series of commands 

over several blocks. We compared two versions of HandMark menus with two equivalent standard 

tabbed menus. For each interface, only eight commands were used as stimuli, in order to allow 

faster development of spatial memory. For HandMark-Finger menu, we selected targets from three 

areas: top of fingers, large area near thumb, and spaces between fingers (see Figures 31: top). On 

the other hand, for HandMark-Multi targets were selected from two areas: near fingers and far 

from fingers (see Figures 31: bottom). 
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Figure 31: Item locations used in study: (top) HM-Finger, (bottom) HM-Multi (all). 

During the experiment, participants were required to select targets from the proper menu sets using 

the specified technique. Participants were instructed to use the expert selection method if they were 

confident about the target locations. We provided feedback for menu layout and item selected 

(both expert and novice selections) for 500ms: green for correct and red for wrong selections. 

Figure 32 shows a wrong selection’s feedback. 
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Figure 32: Feedback on selection. 

Procedure and Design 

The study was divided into two parts. Part 1 tested HandMark-Finger and Tabs-2, and part 2 tested 

HandMark-Multi and Tabs-8. Participants completed a demographics questionnaire, and then 

performed a sequence of selections in the custom study system with both interfaces. For each 

version, a command stimulus (one of eight icons) was displayed in the middle of the screen (Figure 

33); the participants had to tap a large (easily accessible) button placed at bottom to view the 

command stimulus and start the trial. Trials were timed from the appearance of the stimulus until 

the correct target was selected. Participants were instructed to complete tasks as quickly and 

accurately as possible, and were told that errors could be corrected simply by selecting the correct 

item. In our analysis, we include error correction in completion times.  
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Figure 33: HandMark-Finger in experiment. 

For all interfaces, targets were organized into blocks of eight trials. Participants first performed 

one practice session which was consisted of two commands and ten blocks (data discarded) to 

ensure that they could use the interfaces successfully. They then carried out 17 blocks of eight 

selections each. Targets were presented in random order (sampling without replacement) for each 

block. After each interface, participants were allowed to rest, and filled out a questionnaire based 

on the NASA-TLX survey [49] (see Appendix). At the end of each pair of techniques, participants 

gave their preferences between the systems. The order of the interfaces in each part of the study, 

along with the order of the parts, was counterbalanced using a Latin square design. 

The study used 2×17 within-participants RM-ANOVAs; with factors Interface (HandMark-Finger 

vs. Tabs-2; and HandMark-Multi vs. Tabs-8), and Block (1-17). Dependent measures were trial 

completion time, errors per command, and incorrect tabs per command. With thirteen participants, 

two interfaces, seventeen blocks and eight trials, the system recorded a total of (13×4×17×8) 3536 

trials for each part of the study. In total, for two parts there were 7072 trials in the experiment. The 

experiment took approximately 60 minutes per participant. 
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Hypotheses 

There were two parts of the study; the first compared HandMark-Finger and Tabs-2, and the second 

compared HandMark-Multi and Tabs-8.  For both parts the hypotheses were: 

H1. Trial completion will be faster for HandMark than for Tabs. 

H2. HandMark will be faster both for novices and experts. 

H3. There will be no evidence of a difference in error rates between HandMark and Tabs. 

H4. There will be no evidence of a difference in invoking the wrong set between HandMark 

and Tabs. 

H5. There will be no evidence of a difference in perception of effort for HandMark and Tabs. 

H6. Users will prefer HandMark over Tabs. 

4.4 RESULTS: HANDMARK-FINGER VS. TABS-2 

Here we present the results of the first part our study with HandMark-Finger and Tabs-2, organized 

by dependent variable (trial completion time, number of errors, incorrect set invocation and 

subjective responses). 

4.4.1 Trial Completion Time 

We calculated mean trial completion time for each command by dividing the total trial time by the 

number of commands in that block. Mean trial completion times were 0.62 seconds faster per 

command with HandMark-Finger (2.32s, s.d. 0.79s) than with Tabs-2 (2.94s, s.d. 0.95s), see 

Figure 34. 
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Figure 34: Mean selection time by Interface and Block. 

RM-ANOVA showed a significant main effect of Interface (F1,12=37.59, p<.0001). For the small 

menus, we therefore accept H1 – HandMark-Finger was 21% faster than Tabs-2. As shown in 

Figure 34, mean trial completion times decreased across trial blocks for both interfaces; RM-

ANOVA showed a highly significant effect of Block (F16,192=18.04, p<.0001). There was no 

interaction between Interface and Block (F16,192=1.00, p=.456) as HandMark-Finger was faster 

than Tabs-2 throughout the experiment. For HandMark-Finger, we therefore accept H2. 

4.4.2 Number of Errors 

We also analyzed number of errors per command (counted as any incorrect item selection) for the 

HandMark-Finger and Tabs-2 interfaces. RM-ANOVA showed no effect of Interface on errors, 

with HandMark-Finger at 0.04 errors/command, s.d. 0.09, and Tabs-2 at 0.04 errors/command, 

s.d. 0.08 (F1,12=0.01, p=.924). We therefore accept H3 (errors are considered further in 

discussions). Our tests did not show any significant effect of Block (F16,192=1.07, p=.388) on errors 

between two experimental interfaces. The interaction between Interface and Block was also not 

significant (F16,192=1.42, p=.138). 
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4.4.3 Incorrect Set Invocations 

During the study between HandMark-Finger and Tabs-2, we also recorded the number of times 

participants invoked the wrong command set (e.g., the wrong tab or the wrong hand/finger 

combination). RM-ANOVA did not show any significant effect of Interface (F1,12=0.26, p=.623) 

on incorrect set invocations, with 0.05 incorrect sets/command, s.d. 0.09 for both HandMark-

Finger and Tabs-2. There was also no significant effect of Block (F16,192=0.6, p=.88). Therefore, 

we accept H4 for HandMark-Finger. 

4.4.4 Subjective Responses 

We also analyzed subjective responses collected from the participants. There were two types of 

subjective responses: effort and preferences.  

Effort 

Participants’ responses were positive for both interfaces, but there were no strong differences in 

NASA-TLX scores (see Table 2) for HandMark-Finger and Tabs-2 except regarding performance 

and frustration. Friedman tests showed that perceived performance of participants was 

significantly higher for HM-Finger with mean 8.69 (s.d. 0.95) than Tabs-2 with mean 6.92 (s.d. 

1.93). For perceived frustration, HM-Finger also performed significantly better than Tabs-2. Here, 

low score means better performance. The score of HM-Finger was significantly lower (mean 2.00, 

s.d. 1.78) than Tabs-2 (mean 4.69, s.d. 3.01). However, Friedman tests did not find any significant 

differences on any other question, and the mean scores were similar. Therefore, we accept H5. 

Table 2: Mean (s.d.) NASA-TLX effort scores (0-10 scale, low to high). 

 HandMark-Finger Tabs-2  p 

Mental 5.54(2.73) 5.46(2.37) 0.08 0.78 

Physical 5.38(2.79) 6.62(2.47) 1.23 0.27 

Temporal 5.00(2.89) 4.77(1.74) 0.08 0.78 

Performance 8.69(0.95) 6.92(1.93) 7.69 0.01 

Effort 5.31(2.75) 6.77(2.35) 0.31 0.58 

Frustration 2.00(1.78) 4.69(3.01) 4.92 0.03 
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Preferences 

After the experiment, we also asked participants about their preferred interface in terms of several 

qualities: speed, accuracy, memorization, and comfort, as well as their overall preference (see 

Table 3). Counts were easily distinguishable, and overall, 92% of participants preferred 

HandMark-Finger. We therefore accept H6. 

Table 3: Counts of participant preferences. 

 HandMark-Finger Neither Tabs-2 

Speed 12 0 1 

Accuracy 9 2 2 

Memorization 11 2 0 

Comfort 12 0 1 

Overall 12 0 1 

4.5 RESULTS: HANDMARK-MULTI VS. TABS-8 

Here we discuss the results of the second part of the study with HandMark-Multi and Tabs-8, again 

organized by dependent variable (trial completion time, number of errors, incorrect set invocation 

and subjective responses). 

4.5.1 Trial Completion Time 

The analysis showed mean trial completion time was 0.62 sec/command slower with HandMark-

Multi (3.84s, s.d. 2.1s) than with Tabs-8 (3.22s, s.d. 1.43s), giving a main effect of Interface 

(F1,12=4.86, p=.048). However, this result must be interpreted in light of the highly significant 

interaction between Interface and Block (F16,192=4.96, p<.0001). In early blocks (see Figure 35), 

Tabs-8 was faster than HandMark-Multi, but by the final four blocks, the two techniques were 

similar (RM-ANOVA for blocks 14-17 showed no significant effect of Interface, F1,12=.008, 

p=.932). Hypotheses H1 and H2 therefore cannot be clearly rejected – HandMark-Multi was 

slower overall, but there was no difference in performance once users learned item locations. 
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Figure 35: Mean selection time by Interface and Block. 

4.5.2 Number of Errors 

RM-ANOVA showed similar trends to the smaller menus: HandMark-Multi had 0.06 

errors/command, s.d. 0.1, and Tabs-8 had 0.04 errors/command, s.d. 0.09, with no main effect 

(F1,12=2.47, p=.142). We therefore accept H3 (errors are considered further in Section 4.7). There 

was no effect of Block (F16,192=1.6, p=.07), and no interaction between Interface and Block 

(F16,192=.75, p=.74). 

4.5.3 Incorrect Set Selection 

RM-ANOVA showed a different trend to the smaller menus:  HandMark-Multi had more incorrect 

set selections (0.64 per command, s.d. 0.86) than Tabs-8 (0.18 per command, s.d. 0.38), and this 

difference was significant (F1,12=9.78, p<.01). Figure 36 shows that incorrect selection rate 

decreased significantly over Block (F16,192=20.65, p<.0001). There was also a significant 

interaction between Interface and Block (F16,192=6.51, p<.0001). We therefore reject H4 for 

HandMark-Multi. 
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Figure 36: Incorrect set selection rate by Interface and Block. 

4.5.4 Subjective Responses 

Similar to HandMark-Finger vs. Tabs-2 study, we analyzed subjective responses collected from 

the participants for HandMark-Multi vs. Tabs-8. 

Effort 

Again, participants gave positive responses for both interfaces. Friedman tests did not find any 

significant differences (see Table 4) between HandMark-Multi and Tabs-8. Mean scores were 

close in all cases; therefore, we accept H5. 

Table 4: Mean (s.d.) NASA-TLX effort scores (0-10 scale, low to high). 

 HandMark-Multi Tabs-8  p 

Mental 7.62(2.36) 6.23(1.83) 2.77 0.10 

Physical 6.00(2.71) 7.23(2.13) 1.23 0.27 

Temporal 6.46(2.76) 6.31(2.06) 0.08 0.78 

Performance 7.62(1.5) 7.54(2.26) 0.69 0.41 

Effort 7.00(2.45) 7.54(1.61) 0.08 0.78 

Frustration 3.69(2.02) 4.08(2.5) 1.23 0.27 
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Preferences 

Participant preference counts (Table 5) were again easily distinguishable, with a strong preference 

for HandMark-Multi (73% overall). We therefore accept H6. 

Table 5: Counts of participant preferences. 

 HandMark-Multi Neither Tabs-8 

Speed 10 0 3 

Accuracy 6 2 5 

Memorization 12 1 0 

Comfort 10 1 2 

Overall 10 1 2 

4.6 USE OF HANDS AS LANDMARKS 

To consider whether participants made use of their hands as landmarks, we further analyzed the 

number of expert selections made without any visual search (meaning that people used only their 

hands as a reference for selection) and the performance of different locations around the hand. 

4.6.1 Expert Selections 

During the trials, we recorded the number of selections made without waiting 300ms for the menu 

icons to appear (i.e., “expert selection”). As shown in Figure 37, for both types of HandMark menu, 

selection without feedback started near zero in the early blocks, but increased to approximately 

8% of selections in the final block. Overall, use of the expert mode was low for both types of 

HandMark menus; although the expert-mode rate may change if people had more practice, it was 

clear that people did not quickly transition to feedback-free use. One reason may be that during 

the 300ms delay, no visual information at all was shown (e.g., the outline of the 4x5 grid, or the 

outlines of the icon regions); in other studies (e.g., the FastTap research), participants always had 

the gridlines as a general guide to the icon locations. 
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Figure 37: Expert selections in HandMark menus. 

The experimenter’s informal visual observations provide follow-up information that suggests that 

participants were making use of the hands as landmarks, even if they were not making use of the 

expert mode. The observations showed that all users moved their selection finger towards the 

correct region on the menu hand even before the menu hand was placed. That is, even when people 

did wait for system feedback, they were preparing for a correct selection by correctly positioning 

their finger before the menu was displayed. These preparatory actions suggest that people were 

developing proprioceptive memory and were remembering the mapping of commands to hand 

locations. 

4.6.2 Performance by Target Location 

We also analyzed selection time and expert mode use by target location. For HandMark-Finger, 

three areas were defined: finger-top, between-fingers and large area near-thumb (see Figure 38). 

RM-ANOVA showed finger-top locations were better than others with 0.03 expert-

selections/command, s.d. 0.12 (F2,24=1.41, p=.26) and faster command selection (mean 2.3s, s.d. 

0.1) (F2,24=0.74, p=.5). 
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Figure 38: Target locations: (top) HandMark-Finger and (bottom) HandMark-Multi. 

For HandMark-Multi, two areas were defined: close and far from index and thumb (Figure 38). 

Here, the targets located close to index and thumb performed best – for these better-landmarked 

locations, selections were faster and expert mode was used more (0.08 selections/command, s.d. 

0.16) with a significant main effect (F1,12=6.67, p<.05). 

4.7 PARTICIPANT COMMENTS 

Participant comments followed the pattern of preference results. Participants made several 

comments on how spatial stability and quick activation using both hands helped the speed of 

HandMark menus: one participant said “Really neat technique that allows you to browse through 

different tabs based on the number of fingers.” One person, however, remarked on the difficulty 

of remembering the different hands’ sets: “It was difficult to remember which hand has the right 

kind of tool.”  

Other comments suggested that the HandMark interfaces helped participants to learn command 

locations: one said “It was easier to remember where icons were relative to spaces on fingers 
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instead of just on the tabs.” Another said “[HandMark was] easier to use and faster to remember,” 

and another stated “[Tabs were] more difficult to memorize.” 

Some participants stated that they were initially concerned with slow memorization in HandMark-

Multi, but eventually preferred it. One person stated “Remembering was slightly slower at early 

stage but in a short amount of time it became quite strong and it became easier to answer.” This 

participant also stated that the Tab interface “was fast at the beginning but it could not build up 

strong memory and hence it became tough to apply them later.” 

4.8 INTERPRETATION 

Our first study of HandMark menus provides four main results: 

 HandMark-Finger was significantly faster than Tabs-2 (0.62s/selection), and was faster in 

all blocks. 

 HandMark-Multi was slower overall than Tabs-8 (0.62s per selection), but only in the early 

blocks. 

 The only difference in errors between the two approaches was that HM-Multi had a slightly 

higher rate than Tabs-8 (although the difference was not significant). 

 There were few significant differences for perceived effort between interfaces in either 

pair, and where there were differences they favoured HandMarks; in addition, most 

participants preferred both HandMark menu types. 

Here we interpret the findings of the experiment along with their explanations. 

Performance analysis of HandMark menus 

The study showed that both HandMark menus were faster than a visually-guided tab menu, though 

HandMark-Multi was slower during early use. There are a few reasons for these results, based on 

the command selection process for both novice and expert. 
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At the beginning, novice users had no idea of commands’ locations in the menu, and they had to 

use visual search to find the commands. Novices often browsed through all the tabs available in 

the interface, even though menu items were grouped by type or color. This was also true for 

HandMark menus, but experts in this technique could remember command’s location with 

reference to their own hand and fingers as commands were appearing around them. However, this 

rich landmarking facility was not available in standard tabs. Particularly with HandMark-Finger, 

experts seemed to be able to use their knowledge of their hands and fingers to remember commands 

and were able to perform quicker selection.  

For HandMark-Multi, displaying a command set involves different combinations of fingers. With 

eight sets, there were eight different combinations of fingers. Novices spent a large amount of time 

determining which finger combination belonged to which set; in contrast, Tabs-8 showed names 

and specific positions for each tab. Even though novices also had to spend time searching through 

the different tabs, the visual presentation allowed people to better organize their task. This may 

have caused HandMark-Multi’s initial slow performance. However, as people became more 

experienced, these differences disappeared.  

In addition, the amount of time taken for reaching to the tabs (at the top edge of the display) was 

a substantial component of the overall performance of the Tabs technique. This is not the case for 

HandMark menus, since these are always invoked close to the user. Therefore, the performance 

difference between a tab interface and HandMarks will to some degree depend on where the tabs 

are located – as tabs are located further away, the performance advantage for any in-place 

technique will increase. We further investigate the effect of this issue by comparing HandMarks 

to a similar in-place menu in Chapter Five. 

Error rates with HandMark 

Error rates per command were high in all the techniques: 4% for both HandMark-Finger and Tabs-

2; 6% and 4% for HandMark-Multi and Tabs-8. This high error rate might be an artifact of our 

experimental protocol, which instructed participants to select commands quickly, and noted that 

errors could be corrected afterwards. There are other possible explanations for the error rates, 

however. First, the quick execution of a selection in all the interfaces may have encouraged 
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participants to view errors as amenable to rapid correction, thereby encouraging users towards a 

‘guess and correct’ mode of operation [47].  

Second, it is possible that people’s memory of a command’s spatial location was imperfect, and 

so participants may have experienced ‘near misses’ more often with larger sets (HandMark-Multi 

and Tabs-8). Third, it is very easy to touch down with fingers on touch surface but, it is somewhat 

more difficult to change the combination of fingers very quickly, which sometimes caused 

unintentional touches for HandMark-Multi. Last, for both Tabs-2 and Tabs-8, the oblique viewing 

angle may also have increased errors. Further work is needed to explore these sources of error, and 

to determine whether the high error rates for both techniques occur in real-world use. 

Incorrect set invocation with HandMarks 

Incorrect command-set selections were also relatively high for all the interfaces: 0.05 

sets/command for both HandMark-Finger and Tabs-2; 0.64 and 0.18 tabs/command for 

HandMark-Multi and Tabs-8. As the number of tabs was smaller for the first pair, participants 

made fewer errors; in the larger menus, the rate was considerably higher. This can be explained by 

the larger number of items, and the increased need for visual search overall. As described above, 

the visual representation of the tabs in the standard interface may have allowed participants to 

better organize their visual search, whereas people’s search in HandMark-Multi was often poorly 

organized. This indicates one disadvantage of hand-centric interfaces – information such as the 

name of the set cannot be shown on the reference frame (i.e., the hand) in the same way that it can 

be for a screen-based technique like Tabs. 

An additional reason for differences in set-selection errors is the physical position of fingers in 

HandMark-Multi. As the fingers are very close to one another, people sometimes touched the 

wrong finger onto the surface. More work is needed to evaluate the ergonomic and effort 

characteristics of different hand and finger combinations – it may be that a smaller number of 

menus (using only the easy-to-produce finger combinations) will improve browsing performance. 
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4.9 SUMMARY 

In this chapter we considered design and performance questions related to bimanual HandMark 

menus for tables.  We presented two versions of HandMark menus that use hands and fingers as 

landmarks to accommodate large command sets and facilitate fast command selection. First, the 

HandMark-Finger menu that supports 42 commands. Second, HandMark-Multi menu uses a 

different approach to accommodate 160 commands in two hands. Results of our study with these 

two menus show that both of them performed well in comparison to standard menu interfaces, and 

our observations suggested that the hands and fingers were being used as landmarks to support the 

development of spatial memory. In the next chapter, we continue our exploration of HandMarks 

with a different platform – handheld multi-touch tablets.  
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CHAPTER 5 

5 SINGLE-HANDED HANDMARK MENUS FOR TABLETS 

 

In this chapter5 we continue our research to explore hands as landmarks for efficient selection 

performance while maintaining large number of commands by testing the technique in hand-held 

multi-touch tablets. The studies in the previous chapter showed that HandMark menus were as fast 

or faster than equal-capacity standard toolbar techniques, and that they were strongly preferred by 

participants. In addition, these studies provided early evidence that the benefits of the HandMark 

menus were associated with the value of the hand as a landmark. 

However, there were limitations to the study described in Chapter 4. First, the techniques require 

bi-manual operation, which is feasible for tabletop systems but inappropriate for tablet use in 

mobile settings (where one hand is needed to hold the device). Second, the previous studies did 

not strongly focus on the spatial learning that takes place with HandMark menus – they compared 

HandMark menus only to toolbars at the edge of a table, rather than pop-up menus that are invoked 

at the user’s work location. Therefore, it is still unclear whether HandMarks are fast because of 

the hand landmarks, or because of other factors such as the simple proximity of the commands. 

In this chapter we address these two limitations. We first present a new version of HandMark 

menus that works in a single-handed fashion, and is therefore appropriate for settings where a 

touch tablet is held in one hand and manipulated with the other. We then report on two studies: 

one that establishes a baseline for spatial learning with the one-handed versions of the technique, 

                                                 

5 Material in this chapter first appeared in the following publications: [120]. 
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and one that compares the two HandMark techniques with a pop-up menu that does not provide 

hand-based landmarks. 

Our results provide several new findings that argue for the use of hands as landmarks in touch 

interfaces. Our baseline study shows that both types of HandMark menus work well in single-hand 

operation, and both allow quick development of spatial memory. Second, our comparison study 

shows that both of the HandMark menus were significantly faster than the limited-landmark popup 

menu (by more than 400ms per selection), and were strongly preferred by participants. In addition, 

the performance improvement arose from differences in the amount of time participants took to 

think about the spatial location of the item, not from the basic operation of the technique. 

There are two main contributions of this chapter. First, we show that adapted HandMark menus 

are feasible selection techniques for mobile tablets that are fast and that have high capacity. 

Second, we provide additional evidence that using the hand as a landmark is feasible and effective 

for the development of spatial-memory based selection techniques, even with one-handed use. 

5.1 DESIGN OF SINGLE-HANDED HANDMARK MENUS FOR TABLETS 

Here we describe the two modified HandMark menu techniques for tablets. The key point that 

distinguishes tablets from tabletops is that only the dominant hand is used for active interactions 

with items in tablets while non dominant hand holds the device. Most of the earlier design factors 

presented in Chapter Four still apply for the new configuration. However, as the context is 

different, different selection techniques must be designed to make the techniques work with a 

single hand.  
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Figure 39: Single-handed HandMark-Finger menu: (left) menu invocation, (right) item selection 

after visual search, and (bottom) rapid selection with two sequential chunked actions. 

5.1.1 HandMark-Finger for Tablets 

Similar to the original version of HM-Finger for tables (see Section 4.1), this version of HM-Finger 

for tablets provides modal access to a set of commands (Figure 39). The need to hold a tablet with 

one hand means that we must we deviate from the bimanual technique and enable command 

selection using one hand only. In this single-handed HM technique, commands can be displayed 

by touching down all the fingers of one hand in any order, spreading the hand to provide space 

between the fingers. The user can rotate and move the menu in any direction by moving the fingers. 
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Unlike the earlier technique, however, command selection is carried out by lifting the fingers from 

the screen and touching the desired item with any finger. Command icons remain displayed until 

a selection is made (or until the menu is dismissed by touching on another part of the tablet). 

As with the previous version, the spaces around the hand and between fingers are used to display 

commands (Figure 39). We place one command at the top of each finger (except the thumb), and 

pairs of commands between fingers. We utilize the large space between the thumb and index finger 

by placing eight commands in a 2×4 grid (20 items total). 

5.1.2 HandMark-Multi for Tablets 

We also modified the earlier HM-Multi technique (see Section 4.2) for use on tablets. HM-Multi 

uses a similar command selection mechanism as HM-Finger, but differs in the placement and 

number of commands. There are four sets of commands, invoked by placing a specific number of 

fingers (in addition to the index finger and thumb) on the screen in an L-shaped posture (Figure 

40). For example, to invoke the second set of commands, the index and middle fingers of one hand 

along with the thumb are placed on the tablet. The menu follows the user’s hand as it rotates or 

moves on the screen. HM-Multi uses a spatially-stable 4×5 grid to show commands in the space 

between thumb and index finger (Figure 40). 

As shown in Figure 40 parts a and d-f, four different finger combinations can invoke four different 

item sets.  In total, HM-Multi supports 80 items (4 tabs, and 20 items in each tab). 
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Figure 40: Single-handed HandMark-Multi menu: (a) invoking the 1st item set by placing index 

and thumb in ‘L’ shape posture, (b) item selection after visual search, (c) rapid selection with 

two sequential actions, and (d-f) invoking 2nd, 3rd, and 4th item sets with specific finger 

combinations respectively. 

5.1.3 Enabling Rapid Execution 

Spatially-stable organization of commands helps users to build up spatial memory about those 

commands, and allows command execution by remembering their associated locations rather than 

(a) (d) 

(e) (b) 

(f) (c) 
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searching for a command in the interface [76]. HandMark menus (both Finger and Multi) work on 

the simple principle of accelerating a basic interaction process. However, instead of the bimanual 

process used for the original HandMark menus (invoke the menu with one hand, and select with 

the other), our adapted menus require the user to invoke and select with the same hand (by lifting 

and placing again; Figures 39 and 40). Even though our adapted menus require two sequential 

actions rather than a bimanual parallel action, we hypothesize that as users become familiar with 

commands’ locations, the two separate steps (menu invocation and command selection) will be 

integrated into a single learned motor chunk [76]. Chunking of sequential actions is well known 

in operations such as double clicking, which is considered as a single action for expert users. 

5.1.4 Identifying Hands and Fingers 

Current multi-touch tablets typically support only ten touch points, and the operating system 

typically only reports these as (X,Y) locations [7]. For accurate identification of hand and fingers, 

therefore, we have to rely on the fingers’ touch points. Chapter Three discussed how users’ touch 

points can efficiently identify specific hand and fingers (see Section 3.2.2). For example, when the 

hand is pointing upwards, the lowermost position always belongs to the thumb, and the leftmost 

finger is the thumb of right hand (and reversed for left). We adapt this simple hand and finger 

detection approach here.  

5.1.5 Use of Hands and Fingers as Landmarks 

We designed our HandMark tablet techniques to maintain the use of hands and fingers as 

landmarks, as well as visual structures in the display of the menu items themselves. Both HM-

Finger and HM-Multi provide visual guidance to assist command selection, including the user’s 

hand, the display menu, the selected item, and the menu’s gridlines. First, the techniques assign 

command sets to specific fingers. To invoke a command set, the HM-Finger technique requires all 

fingers to be touched down on the screen, while HM-Multi requires a specific finger combination.  

Second, after invoking a command set, the commands for that menu are displayed on the screen 

as long as the menu fingers are touched down. Once the fingers are lifted, however, we set a 

timeout so that commands remain visible for 600ms. As the commands are shown in specific places 

around the hand, our hypothesis is that these techniques still allow users to remember locations of 
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commands with reference to hand and fingers, even though the hand is lifted from the surface 

before the actual selection is made. 

Third, when an item is selected after a visual search, it is displayed in its position with different 

color for 500ms. This visual feedback provides confirmation of selection [29, 62], which helps 

users to develop spatial memory. 

Fourth, we place items in grids for the HM-Multi technique. Previous studies confirmed that grid 

marks are helpful for spatial memory development [47, 76]. We test people’s ability to make 

selections based on landmarks (only the grid positions with reference to fingers are shown) in our 

studies, described below. 

5.2 STUDY 5.1: LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE OF HANDMARK MENUS FOR 

TABLETS 

Changing HandMark menus from a bimanual to a single-handed technique means that selections 

are not made with the hand as a permanent reference frame. Since this may compromise people’s 

proprioceptive spatial memory, we carried out a study to determine the baseline performance for 

the two adapted versions of HandMark menus. We designed the study to answer three questions: 

 Does spatial learning occur when HandMark operation uses two serial touch actions with 

the same hand? 

 What is the speed and accuracy of the adapted menus? 

 What is the effect of overlapping item positions from different command sets (in 

HandMark-Multi)? 

5.2.1 Tasks and Stimulus 

The study consisted of a series of trials, each involving the serial touch actions for both HandMark 

menus. In each trial, the participant pressed a start button, and then a stimulus icon appeared on 

the screen. The participant then invoked the HandMark menu and selected the item with any finger 
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of the right hand (Figure 41). Command icons were organized into sets by color and visual style. 

Figures 41 and 42 show both single-handed HandMark menus in the experiment. 

 

Figure 41: Single-handed HandMark-Finger in study. 

HM-Finger shows 20 commands, of which six were used as study targets. HM-Multi shows four 

sets of 20 commands (in 4×5 grids); twelve of the 80 commands were used as targets (three from 

each set). 
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Figure 42: Single-handed HandMark-Multi in study. 

5.2.2 Procedure and Study Design 

The study used a within-participants design, with order of menu counterbalanced. The menus were 

introduced to participants and they performed 36 sample selections using HM-Finger and 54 for 

HM-Multi. Participants then completed several blocks of trials with the same target items (random 

order, sampling without replacement).  

The 15 blocks were grouped into three stages. At the end of each stage, participants performed a 

“blind” memory test with no feedback, where only the grid lines were visible, but not the icons. 

The aim of these blind blocks was to test the participant’s spatial memory of the items. After each 

stage, participants were allowed to rest, and after finishing all the stages of each interface they 

completed a NASA-TLX [49] questionnaire (see Appendix). 

Each selection was confirmed by visual feedback – changing the button background to green for 

correct, and red for incorrect. Incorrect selections could be corrected by simply selecting another 
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item (except in the blind memory tests). Participants were instructed to complete trials as quickly 

and accurately as possible. For each trial, we recorded task completion time, errors, the number of 

incorrect sets opened (for HM-Multi only), and data describing individual touches. 

5.2.3 Participants 

We recruited 20 people (19 right-handed, and 1 ambidextrous) from the University of 

Saskatchewan campus. We could not collect one person’s data due to technical difficulties, leaving 

19 participants (10 males, 9 females), ages 19-40 (mean 25.7).  Most of the participants were 

students. The same participants also took part in the second and third studies discussed below. The 

three studies took ~60 minutes in total, and a $10 remuneration was paid to each participant. Eleven 

participants reported of owning and regularly using a tablet (> 10 hours per week). 

5.2.4 Apparatus 

The experiment was conducted on a Microsoft Surface Pro 4 tablet, with a 12.3-inch multi-touch 

2736 x 1824 screen, and running the Windows 10 operating system. The interfaces were written 

in JavaFX. During the studies, we removed the physical keyboard, and participants held the tablet 

in landscape mode with their left hand and operated the system with their right hand. 

5.3 RESULTS: STUDY 5.1 

Here we present completion time and error rates for both versions of the adapted HandMark menus. 

We analyzed the 15 feedback-enabled blocks and the three ‘blind’ memory-test blocks separately. 

5.3.1 Selection Performance 

In this study, we did not compare the two versions of adapted HandMark menus, because the 

versions provide very different numbers of commands (20 vs. 80). So, we analyzed the data of 

HM-Finger and HM-Multi techniques separately. 
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HandMark-Finger 

Average trial completion times for HM-Finger are shown in Figure 43. For the 15 feedback blocks, 

mean completion time was 2187ms (s.d. 1228ms); for the blind blocks, mean time was 2531ms 

(s.d. 1600ms). RM-ANOVA showed significant effect of block on completion time for both the 

feedback blocks (F14,252=8.52, p<.0001) and for the blind blocks (F2,36=5.08, p<.0001). Figure 43 

clearly shows that trial completion time decreased significantly. In addition, completion time for 

the final memory-test block was similar to that of the feedback blocks (1848ms). 

 

Figure 43: Average trial completion time by method and block. 

HandMark-Multi 

Mean completion times for HM-Multi also decreased significantly for the feedback blocks 

(F14,252=29.61, p<.0001) and the blind blocks (F2,36=19.62, p<.0001) (see Figure 43). Average 

completion time with feedback was 3127ms (s.d. 1648ms). 

Performance with both techniques closely followed the power law of learning: fitting power-law 

curves to the data in Figure 43 gives R-squared values of 0.88 for HM-Finger, and of 0.94 for HM-

Multi. This correspondence suggests that participants were quickly developing spatial memory. 

5.3.2 Error Rates: HM-Finger and HM-Multi 

We analyzed errors per trial by tracking incorrect selections for both techniques. Interestingly, 

participants made zero errors in the feedback blocks with HM-Finger. For blind blocks, mean 

errors per trial for HM-Finger were 0.28 in the first block, 0.05 in the second, and 0.03 in the third 
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(overall 0.12 errors/trial, s.d. 0.21).  RM-ANOVA showed a significant effect of block on errors 

(F2,36=12.94, p<.0001). Figure 44 shows that in the blind blocks, errors rates decreased 

significantly across the block. 

 

Figure 44: Error rates by method and block. 

HM-Multi had a slightly higher error rate in feedback blocks (mean 0.02 errors/trial, s.d. 0.04), but 

with no significant effect of block (F14,252=0.63, p=.84). However, blind trials showed (see Figure 

44) a significant effect of block (F2,36=27.64, p<.0001). Means were 0.43 for the first block, 0.2 

for the second, and 0.11 for the third (overall 0.25 errors/trial, s.d. 0.23). 

5.3.3 Impact of Overlapping Item Positions in HM-Multi 

We analyzed selection errors in HM-Multi to consider overlapping target positions (i.e., targets 

that were in the same grid location but different sets). Four of the 12 targets overlapped. Figure 45 

shows the command locations used in the HM-Multi interface including the overlapped locations. 
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Figure 45: Command locations used in experiment (all set). 

We analyzed selections from the final stage (blocks 11-15) and last blind block (Table 6). Most 

errors occurred by tapping the wrong location in a correct menu (2.26% of selections). There were 

zero errors with the correct position but in the wrong menu, suggesting that overlapping targets 

are not a major source of errors. 

Table 6: Error analysis for HM-Multi in few final blocks. 

Menu Pos. No Overlap Overlap Overall 

Correct Correct 896 (96.34%) 447 (97.17%) 1343 (96.62%) 

Correct Wrong 22 (2.3%) 8 (1.74%) 30 (2.26%) 

Wrong Correct 0 0 0 

Wrong Wrong 12 (1.29%) 5 (1.09%) 17 (1.22%) 

 

5.3.4 Incorrect Set Selections: HM-Multi 

There were four command sets in HM-Multi, each assigned to specific combinations of fingers. 

We recorded the number of times participants invoked an incorrect command set. For the 15 

feedback, RM-ANOVA showed a significant effect of block on incorrect set selection 

(F14,252=28.27, p<.0001) with 0.19 sets/trial (s.d. 0.34). Figure 46 shows that incorrect set 
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selections reduced substantially by block three. The effect of block was not significant for blind 

trials (F2,26=0.27, p=.77). 

 

Figure 46: Incorrect tab selection rate by block. 

5.3.5 Subjective responses 

Participants’ gave positive responses for both HandMark interfaces in NASA-TLX scores (see 

Table 7). We did not perform a statistical comparison on these data (because of the large difference 

in the number of items in the two interface), but it is clear that participants saw the HM-Multi 

technique as requiring additional effort – likely because of the increased capacity. 

Table 7: Mean (s.d.) effort scores (0-10 scale, low to high). 

HM-Finger Questions HM-Multi 

3.94(2.37) Mental 5.52(2.44) 

3.68(2.58) Physical 4.58(2.69) 

3.47(2.14) Temporal 4.68(2.14) 

8.21(1.13) Performance 7.00(1.6) 

4.89(2.31) Effort 6.16(2.27) 

2.11(2.02) Frustration 3.00(2.4) 
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5.3.6 Summary 

In summary, our study showed that people were able to quickly and correctly learn both types of 

HandMark menus, even with single-handed use and serial (rather than bimanual) operation. 

Selection errors were very low, and overlapping targets did not cause additional errors. 

5.4 STUDY 5.2: IMPACT OF LANDMARKS ON PERFORMANCE 

Previous studies of HandMarks provide only limited evidence about the value of the hands as 

landmarks for anchoring spatial memory. In this study, we compared HM-Finger and HM-Multi 

against a version of the technique that does not strongly orient the grid menu to the position of the 

hand (the menu is posted underneath the user’s hand). We were interested in which version of 

HandMark menus would perform best, and whether the two versions that are oriented towards the 

location of the hand performed better. 

5.4.1 Study Method 

This study tested three menu systems – HM-Finger, HM-Multi-1Tab (with only one tab of 20 

items), and a limited-landmark variant called HM-Under. We restricted the HM-Multi technique 

to one tab so as to equal the number of commands available in HM-Finger. In this variant, all five 

fingers of the hand were required to display the menu (again, to equalize the invocation to that of 

HM-Finger). HM-Under was similar, with one set of commands in a 4×5 grid, but the menu was 

posted beneath the user’s hand so that there was no clear association between the visual image of 

the hand and the location of items in the grid (Figure 47). We note, however, that this technique 

had a shorter average distance to commands than the other techniques. 
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Figure 47: HandMark-Under menu: menu invocation (left), and item selection (right). 

5.4.2 Tasks and Stimulus 

Similar to Study 5.1 discussed above (Section 5.3), each participant performed a series of selection 

trials with each of the three menu systems. In each trial, a stimulus item was displayed on the 

screen, and participants selected the corresponding item to complete the trial. Correct and incorrect 

selections were confirmed with color feedback. For incorrect selection, the trial continued until the 

correct item was selected. To avoid learning effects, we used new command icons for this study. 

5.4.3 Procedure and Study Design 

The study used a within-participants design. Each menu consisted of 18 blocks of trials (using 6 

items as targets), divided into three stages (5 blocks of regular trials, followed by one blind block), 

as described above. Participants went through a practice session before starting each menu. 

The order of the menu system was counterbalanced, and items of each block appeared in 

randomized fashion. At the end of each menu, participants took a break and filled out a NASA-

TLX [49] questionnaire; after finishing all three menus, they gave their overall preferences. 

5.4.4 Participants and Apparatus 

All 19 participants from our Study 5.1 (see Section 5.3) participated in this study as well, and the 

study was conducted with the same multi-touch tablet. 
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5.5 RESULTS: STUDY 5.2 

Here we present the results of the comparative analysis of the second study with three command 

selection techniques. 

5.5.1 Selection Performance 

We analyzed average trial completion time for the 15 feedback blocks and 3 blind blocks 

separately. For feedback blocks, HM-Multi-1Tab performed best (mean 1776ms, s.d. 1048ms) 

compared to HM-Finger (1960ms, s.d. 1182ms) and HM-Under (2365ms, s.d. 2257ms) (see Figure 

48). 

RM-ANOVA showed a main effect of interface (F2,36=3.26, p=.05). As shown in Figure 48, 

completion times decreased across trial blocks for all the interfaces; RM-ANOVA showed a 

significant effect of block (F14,252=19.16, p<.0001), and significant interaction effect between 

interface and block (F28,504=2.03, p=.002). Performance with HM-Under was not as consistent as 

the other two methods, and was slower overall. We suggest that because the menu was partially 

occluded by the fingers and hand, users could not use the hand as a landmark to aid development 

of spatial memory. 

 

Figure 48: Average trial completion time by method and block. 
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We explored the issue of spatial-memory development for the three different techniques by again 

fitting the data to power-law curves corresponding to the classical power law of learning. The R-

squared values were 0.90 for HM-Multi, 0.78 for HM-Finger, but only 0.64 for HM-Under – 

suggesting that participants were not able to learn item locations as well in the limited-landmarked 

menu. 

For blind blocks, HM-Finger performed best (1653ms (s.d. 464ms), and the effect of interface was 

significant (F2,36=5.4, p=.009). RM-ANOVA also showed significant effect of block (F2,36=10.17, 

p<.0001), but no interaction between block and interface. 

We further analyzed performance by calculating the time from invocation of the menu to the 

selection (i.e., the time from stimulus appearance to menu invocation was removed). RM-ANOVA 

showed a significant effect of interface (F2,36=8.19, p=.001); as shown in Figure 49, HM-Multi-

1Tab was the fastest technique (mean 735ms, s.d. 390). HM-Finger was slow at the beginning 

(when users need to visually search for items) but by the second block performance with this 

technique was similar to the others. 

 

Figure 49: Average item search time by method and block. 
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This analysis shows that the additional time needed for the HM-Under technique (shown in Figure 

48) arises primarily between stimulus appearance and menu invocation – and again we suggest 

that this indicates that users were having more difficulty remembering where the item was before 

starting the process of selection. 

5.5.2 Error Rates 

Participants made zero errors in the feedback blocks. For the blind blocks, RM-ANOVA showed 

a similar pattern to Study 5.1: HM-Finger had 0.053 errors/trial, s.d. 0.1, HM-Multi-1Tab had 

0.099 errors/trial, s.d. 0.19, and HM-Under had 0.11 errors/trial, s.d. 0.16, with no main effect of 

interface (F2,36=2.44, p=.101). There was a significant effect of block (F2,36=17.73, p<.0001), and 

a significant interaction between interface and block (F4,72=2.94, p=.026). Figure 50 also shows 

that error rates decreased significantly over the blind blocks. These results also suggest that the 

presence of the hand as a landmark made the HM-Finger technique in particular less error-prone. 

 

Figure 50: Error rates by method and block (blind only). 
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5.5.3 Subjective Responses 

Friedman tests on NASA-TLX responses showed several significant differences (see Table 8) in 

physical demand required, perceived performance, effort required, and level of frustration. In all 

cases, HM-Finger and HM-Multi-1Tab scored better than HM-Under. 

Table 8: Mean (s.d.) effort scores (0-10 scale, low to high). 

 HM-Finger HM-Multi-1Tab HM-Under  p 

Mental 3.47(2.04) 3.21(2.07) 4.0(2.65) 3.18 .2 

Physical 3.79(2.88) 3.63(2.77) 5.21(2.74) 8.71 .01 

Temporal 3.53(2.06) 3.37(1.92) 4.16(2.22) 5.08 .08 

Performance 8.32(0.95) 8.53(1.17) 7.32(1.67) 9.03 .01 

Effort 4.32(2.83) 4.68(3.13) 5.47(2.82) 8.84 .01 

Frustration 1.58(1.8) 1.58(2.01) 3.21(2.66) 10.45 .01 

 

Preference counts (see Table 9) showed that nearly all participants preferred either the HM-Finger 

or HM-Multi techniques on five different criteria. Only one participant of the 19 preferred HM-

Under on any measure. 

Table 9: Count of participant preferences. 

 HM-Finger HM-Multi-1Tab HM-Under None 

Speed 8 10 0 1 

Accuracy 8 8 0 3 

Memorization 9 6 0 4 

Comfort 8 10 1 0 

Overall 11 8 0 0 

 

2
r
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5.5.4 Participant Comments 

Participants preferred the HM-Finger and HM-Multi-1Tab almost equally, and these preferences 

were also reflected in the comments provided by them after completing the study. HM-Finger 

method had more landmarks, allowing more opportunity to use proprioception: as one participant 

said, “I can see every icon easily in the gaps between my fingers, and it requires an easy hand 

gesture.” Another person commented how their fingers facilitated memorization: “I could use 

their location as reference.”  

Others preferred HM-Multi as it required less visual search. One participant said “everything was 

packed into one spot so I had to look only one spot.” Others commented about the occlusion 

problem with other methods: one stated that in HM-Finger “I had to stretch my fingers apart to 

see all the icons.” Another participant commented that with HM-Under, “I had less confidence in 

the location of icons.” Finally, all participants indicated that they used the hand and fingers as 

landmarks for all the three methods, even if the icons were partially occluded (HM-Finger and 

HM-Under). 

5.6 STUDY 5.3: OVERLOADING SPATIAL MEMORY 

When memory-based techniques are used in real life, there is a possibility that one application’s 

command associations could interfere with another’s commands. For single-handed HandMark 

menus, because participants learned one set of icons for Study 5.1 (see Section 5.2), and a different 

set for Study 5.2 (see Section 5.4), we saw an opportunity to test this real-world issue.  

Figure 51 shows the command set we used in Study 5.1, and Figure 52 shows the command set 

we used in Study 5.2. 
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Figure 51: Command set of single-handed HM-Finger Study 5.1. 

 

    

    

    

    

    

Figure 52: Command set of single-handed HM-Finger Study 5.2. 
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5.6.1 Study Method 

As a final test at the end of the experiment, we asked our 19 participants to perform one final 

‘blind’ memory test using all of the targets from both Study 5.1 and Study 5.2 (HM-Finger 

version). The 12 targets were used as stimuli in random order for the memory test. In this study, 

the menus items were not visible to participants (see Figure 53); they solely had to rely on their 

spatial memories that were developed while using our study systems in Study 5.1 and Study 5.2 

with the single-handed HandMark-Finger menu. There were two locations which overlapped 

between the two sets. Figure 53 shows the memory test interface with those two overlapped 

locations.   

 

Figure 53: Memory test interface with overlapped locations. 

During the study, participants were allowed to execute command selection only once per stimuli 

regardless of the accuracy. In single-handed HandMark-Finger menu of Study 5.1, participants 

learnt command locations with reference to different fingers. However, same locations were used 
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to show different set of commands in single-handed HM-Finger menu of Study 5.2. In this study, 

we were interested in whether participants’ memory of the Study 5.1 command locations decayed 

after learning the locations in Study 5.2.  

5.7 RESULTS: STUDY 5.3 

As shown in Table 10, participants were able to recall a large majority of both command sets. 

However, items from Study 5.1 were recalled less accurately (72% overall) than items from Study 

5.2 (91% overall). These results do not indicate whether the reduced accuracy is because of 

interference or simply the passage of time (participants had not used the Study 5.1 icons for about 

20 minutes, whereas they had just used the Study 5.2 icons). However, this finding suggests that 

further research is needed on the issue of decay in memory-based techniques. 

Table 10: Error analysis for Study 5.3. 

 No Overlapping Overlapping Overall 

Selection Study 5.1 Study 5.2 Study 5.1 Study 5.2 Study 5.1 Study 5.2 

Correct 60(79%) 69(91%) 22(58%) 35(92%) 82(72%) 104(91%) 

Incorrect 16(21%) 7(9%) 16(42%) 3(8%) 32(28%) 10(9%) 

5.8 INTERPRETATION 

Previous experiments presented in Chapter Four indicated that proprioceptive knowledge of hands 

and fingers can be used as landmarks for better bimanual multi-touch interaction on tabletops (see 

Sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6). Our results from these experiments suggest that the same approach can 

be used effectively for single-handed interactions on tablets: 

 Study 5.1 showed that both HM-Finger and HM-Multi allowed rapid selections (~2 

seconds). 
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 Study 5.2 showed that using hands as landmarks improved performance: HM-Finger and 

HM-Multi outperformed HM-Under and were strongly preferred. 

 Studies 5.2 and 5.3 showed that overlapping targets are not a main source of errors, but 

that location memory can degrade because of time or because of interference. 

Here we discuss potential reasons for single-handed HandMark menus’ performance in the three 

studies. 

Selection performance of single-handed HandMark menus 

Study 5.1 and 5.2 showed that both HM-Finger and HM-Multi facilitate rapid command selection 

once participants are familiar with item locations. The main reason for this performance is in the 

menu arrangement and item selection mechanism. For both techniques, menu items are placed in 

spatially-stable positions. When people are unfamiliar with the locations, they must visually search 

for a desired item (and explore multiple tabs with HM-Multi). After practice, users can use fingers 

as landmarks to remember item positions, and perform a “chunked” invoke-and-select sequence 

that is similar to double-clicking. 

Overall, the adaptation of the HandMark menus to one-handed use was highly successful. The 

final performance of our serial version of the technique was very similar to results from previous 

studies of the bimanual version (both versions of HM-Finger take approximately 2.0 sec/selection, 

and both versions of HM-Multi take approximately 2.5 sec/selection).  

Error rates in selections 

In memory-based selection techniques, some errors are inevitable [47]. However, our studies 

showed that the adapted HandMark menus had extremely low error rates. We believe that the low 

error rate arises from the switch from parallel bimanual to serial operation – the latter enforces a 

short period between invocation and selection where the visuals of the menu can be used to check 

the selection.  
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5.9 SUMMARY 

In this chapter we examined design and performance questions for single-handed HandMark 

menus for tablets.  Similar to the earlier version of HandMark menus for tables, new version for 

tablets also used hands as landmarks for fast command selection. However, since one hand is 

occupied in holding the tablet, menus were assigned to one hand only. HandMark-Finger and 

HandMark-Multi had 20 and 80 items respectively.  Results of our studies provide clear evidence 

that HandMark menus are a feasible and useful technique for tablets, and that they support 

development of spatial memory and fast performance even when used with a single hand. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6 DISCUSSION 

 

Here we discuss the findings of our studies with hand-centric menu techniques. We begin by 

discussing the implications of our findings6 for both versions of HandMark menus – bimanual and 

single-handed, and then consider the lessons that were learned through the research.   

6.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Our four quantitative user studies have resulted a number of findings. Here we summarize our 

main results. 

6.1.1 Hands as Landmarks Aid in Spatial Memory Development 

The HandMark technique uses the hands as a reference frame for layout of menu items. In contrast 

to traditional toolbar-based menu designs, we placed command items around and between the 

spaces of fingers. HandMark-Finger uses the fingers extensively; HandMark-Multi uses only the 

space between thumb and index finger (and also multiplexes the same space by assigning different 

sets to different finger combinations). 

Our analyses of the command selection and expert selections results from both bimanual and 

single-handed versions of HandMark menus show that both Finger and Multi variants performed 

                                                 

6 Material in this chapter first appeared in the following publications: [120, 121]. 
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well compared to ordinary menus. Although bimanual HandMark-Multi was slow at the beginning, 

it performed similarly to standard menu system when users became familiar with the items. These 

results, particularly in Study 5.2 with the single-handed version (Section 5.5), indicate that 

participants were able to remember item locations using their hands and fingers as anchoring 

points. As a result, they could efficiently revisit those item locations [1, 46, 47, 103, 113]. Our 

findings suggest that use of hands as landmarks can be beneficial for spatial memory development.  

 

Figure 54: Selection preparation with both hands. 

Also, in the experiment with bimanual HandMark menus (Section 4.3) we observed that 

participants were carrying out preparatory actions with their menu fingers and selection finger 

even before placing their hands on the screen (see Figure 54). In these preparatory actions, the 

menu hand was used as a reference frame for staging the action. This indicates that hands and 

fingers helped in developing spatial memory of the commands. 
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6.1.2 HandMark Menus Can Improve Command Selection Performance 

We carried several studies with the bimanual and single-handed versions of HandMark menus. 

Although the main working principle behind two versions was same – using hands as landmarks 

– we had to adjust the command selection process and capacity to match the physical 

characteristics of tables and tablets. Our analyses from these experiments showed that both 

techniques were easy to learn and followed similar learning patterns. Mean trial completion times 

for both versions were also similar for the two platforms: for Handmark-Finger, the bimanual 

version was 2320ms and the single-handed version was 2187ms; for HandMark-Multi, the 

bimanual version was 3840ms, and the single-handed version 3127ms. The larger number of 

commands in the bimanual version may explain the overall longer time compared to single-handed 

versions. Also, despite the significant difference in command capacity, mean trial completion 

times of HandMark menus, especially for the HandMark-Finger of both versions follow the trends 

of other memory-based techniques’ findings [11, 47, 70]. 

The studies showed that HandMark techniques performed faster than some standard techniques 

(although bimanual HandMark-Multi was slower overall due to its performance during early 

blocks, as discussed in Section 4.8). In the situations where it was faster, there are a few reasons 

for HandMark’s improved performance, based on the command selection steps for both novice 

and expert. For novices, there are three steps needed: invoking the correct command set, searching 

for the target command, and executing a selection action. Invoking the menu was different for both 

interfaces. For HandMark-Finger, invocation involves pressing with all five fingers anywhere on 

the touch surface, which was easy and fast. For HandMark-Multi, displaying a command set 

involves different combinations of fingers. With multiple sets, there were different combinations 

of fingers. Novices spent a large amount of time determining which finger combination belonged 

to which set. 

Searching for a specific command within a set required a similar strategy for all interfaces. The 

final step – executing the selection action – was similar for all interfaces. For experts, selection in 

HandMark menus requires only two steps: retrieval of the command’s set and location from 

memory [47, 103], and execution of the selection action at any position on the touch surface. The 

lack of a strong spatial reference frame for Tabs and hidden pop-up menu, however, means that 
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users may still need to perform visual search, even when they are familiar with the location. The 

performance advantage for expert use of HandMark menus arises in the speed of execution, which 

can be achieved by selecting an item either in parallel (for bimanual versions) or in sequential 

chunked actions (for the single-handed version). 

The results from Gutwin et al.’s FastTap [47], Lafreniere et al.’s research on smartwatch [76], 

Bailly et al.’s finger-count menu [11] and Kurtenbach et al.’s Marking menu [70] also agree with 

the performance of our HandMark menus, suggesting that HandMark techniques can improve 

command selection performance. Though our results follow similar trends, they are slightly higher 

than other memory-based techniques, which can be explained by the large difference in available 

commands within the interfaces. Also, selection process that requires multiple finger combinations 

from both hands (e.g., HandMark-Multi) can be a factor for these differences. Single-handed 

HandMark menus’ better trail completion time may answer the that question. The similarities of 

results between HandMark menus and other memory-based techniques, however, indicate that 

using hand as landmarks can be another way to improve command selection performance in touch 

interfaces.  

6.1.3 Errors in HandMark Menus 

Errors are common in all memory-based interfaces [47, 76], because as users begin to use their 

memory rather than visual search, they can make mistakes. Our analyses showed substantially 

higher error rates in the bimanual version than the single-handed version. A main reason for this 

difference is that the single-handed techniques always present the visual information of the menu; 

the speedup for experts occurs because of a chunking of two serial actions, rather than a reliance 

on memory alone. In contrast, we believe that higher errors for the bimanual versions occurred 

because people were starting to use the memory-based expert selection of the technique with weak 

spatial knowledge. When people were using the novice method at earlier stages of use, there were 

no more errors than with standard techniques. 

Error rates for the bimanual technique may also relate to the larger number of commands in these 

versions. In the short span of the experiments it may have been difficult for users to become 

familiar with the command set; a longer experience might produce a different result. 
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6.1.4 HandMark Menus Are Easy to Use 

Ease of use is another important aspect of any new technique. We analyzed subjective responses 

using the NASA-TLX effort scales (mental, physical, temporal, performance, effort and 

frustration) [49]. The absolute scores from these measures suggest that participants were positive 

overall about the effort requirements of the new techniques. Our analyses did not show any 

significant differences in any factors for the bimanual use of HandMark menus, except for the 

performance of HandMark-Finger (where participants rated their own performance significantly 

higher, and rated their frustration significantly lower, than Tabs-2). 

6.1.5 Users Prefer HandMark Menus 

The analyses of subjective preference feedback revealed that participants preferred both 

HandMark-Finger and HandMark-Multi menus over the standard menus, in all measures. We did 

not compare between the two HandMark menus in the bimanual version, but we saw an 

opportunity of comparing them in single-handed use of HandMark menus. Analysis showed that 

most participants preferred HandMark-Finger overall. The richer landmarking features of this 

version helped users to easily memorize the locations, which was reflected in the preference count. 

However, the simplistic design and representation of HandMark-Multi-1Tab was preferred for 

rapid selection and comfortability measures.  

6.2 RELATIVE MERITS OF HANDMARK MENUS 

In general, both bimanual and single-handed techniques have strengths and weaknesses depending 

on the usage situation. Since bimanual techniques require two hands, larger surfaces are required 

for using bimanual HandMark menus. Though we developed the bimanual techniques for large 

tabletops, they can also be used in touch screen desktops. Generally, the bimanual selection process 

is faster than a single-handed serial two-step selection, as invocation and selection can be made in 

parallel. Single-handed HandMark menus are originally intended for multi-touch tablet interaction, 

but they can be used equally in touch laptops, desktops, and even large tabletops. Although there 

are two sequential steps for selection in single-handed HandMark menus, it can be faster than the 

visual guided hierarchical menus because of the chunked motor actions. One important factor is 
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the command capacity, and bimanual techniques are capable of supporting exactly double 

compared to single-handed version. However, in situations where one hand is not needed to hold 

the device (e.g., on a table), the single-handed versions of HandMarks could also be used with 

either hand. 

Of the two variants of the technique, HandMark-Finger has the potential of higher performance in 

situations where fewer commands are used, as it can support relatively small number of commands 

(only 20 items in single-handed version and 42 in bimanual). However, sometimes items were 

partially occluded by parts of the hand (as reported by a few participants); this was not a major 

problem, as the menu’s placement can be adjusted by moving the hand. One main advantage of 

HandMark-Finger technique is that each finger is very close to some of the locations – in future, 

we plan to test menus where frequently-used items are placed in easier-to-reach locations (such as 

around the index finger).  

The HandMark-Multi technique is more suitable for interfaces where larger command sets are 

required. Our designs support 80 commands (20 items in each set) for the single-handed version, 

and 160 for the bimanual version. Multiple tabs can be difficult to learn at first, because there is 

no clear indication of which finger combination is required (thus leading to the incorrect tab 

selection errors discussed in Sections 4.5.3 and 5.3.4). However, our participants quickly overcame 

this limitation (and we note that moving between tabs is fast enough that even when users make 

tab errors it does not greatly slow the technique). 

Another advantage of HandMark-Multi is that all the items are placed in one general location, 

making initial visual search easier. Additionally, HandMark-Multi does not suffer from the 

occlusion problem, and involves a simpler hand posture when invoking the menu. Even though 

HandMark-Multi does not have as rich a set of landmarks compared to HandMark-Finger, the 

modified single-tab version performed as well or better than HandMark-Finger in Study 5.2 

(Section 5.5).  Therefore, HandMark-Multi can also be used as a single menu for a small number 

of items.  

Finally, more research is required with both bimanual and single-handed HandMark techniques to 

explore integration with different sizes of multi-touch surfaces. 
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6.3 LESSONS LEARNED 

Here we present some important lessons learned from our experiments. 

6.3.1 Rich and Expressive Interactions with Multiple Fingers 

In all the versions of our implemented HandMark technique, users were required to use multiple 

fingers at the same time. Most of the time they had to perform coordinated gestures using multiple 

fingers (often all the fingers) of one hand, and sometimes they were required to perform parallel 

actions using both hands. The results from our studies described in Chapters Four and Five show 

that participants performed well in carrying out those tasks with multiple fingers and hands. This 

provides additional evidence that people are capable of performing rich and expressive multi-

finger and multi-hand interactions [20, 43]. Though people frequently use these capabilities in real 

life – e.g., typing in keyboard, playing piano, or driving a car – these are less explored in multi-

touch GUIs. 

6.3.2 Hand Postures and Ergonomics 

A few participants reported difficulties with the finger combinations required to choose different 

command sets with HandMark-Multi, particularly in the bimanual version. Participants noted that 

changing quickly between sets was initially difficult as it required good finger dexterity (even 

though all of our hand postures are “relaxed” [40]). These initial problems were quickly overcome, 

and it was seen as helpful that the menus move and adapt as the hands are moved, allowing users 

to choose comfortable hand positions. Finally, two participants had longer fingernails in our 

bimanual study, but they did not have difficulty using HandMark menus. 

6.3.3 A Few Locations Are Hard to Access 

We chose an unconventional menu representation approach in our HandMark techniques, where 

we placed items in the spaces around and between the fingers (see Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 5.1). 

Although kinesthetic models [20] and Guiard’s Kinematic Chain model [43] suggest that humans 

are capable performing rich and expressive tasks with multiple fingers and hands, some areas are 

inconvenient to access because of the physiological characteristics of human hands. For example, 

accessing the space beside pinky finger of right hand with left hand’s finger or vice versa was more 
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difficult than other regions. This information can be leveraged to design an efficient and ergonomic 

menu, such as placing infrequently used commands in those locations. 

6.3.4 Indicating Hand Menu Contents 

One important factor identified during the studies was that HandMark-Multi does not provide any 

visual indication of the mapping between finger combinations and command sets in order to assist 

users who are in the novice stages of learning. A visual “map legend” could be shown on the 

display as a reminder, but it would also be possible to use augmented-reality techniques to show 

menu contents (e.g., project symbols on the display near the hands above the table, or on the hands 

themselves). 

6.3.5 Fingers Occluding Menu Contents 

Our HandMark-Finger technique shows items between fingers, so it is possible for the hand itself 

to occlude the menu, particularly if the hand is not directly in front of the user. In our studies, some 

participants with smaller fingers occasionally experienced this problem. Occlusion should be 

considered when implementing hand-centric techniques. The problem of occlusion primarily 

affects the learning stages, however, when users are still using the visual guidance of the displayed 

menu; once item locations are known, users can position their selection finger using the hand rather 

than the display. 

6.3.6 Real-World Use of HandMarks 

The HandMark prototypes represent a tradeoff between landmarks and command capacity – 

HandMark-Finger makes more extensive use of the hands and is faster overall, but is limited in 

size; HandMark-Multi can accommodate more commands, but overloads one region (between 

thumb and index finger).  

Although further studies with the techniques are needed, we speculate that people will be more 

successful at learning locations with HandMark-Finger, due to its richer landmarking, and 

therefore more likely to use the expert selection mode in real-world use. HandMark-Multi, on the 

other hand, does not have the same rich landmarks, but the consistent presentation of command 

sets between thumb and index finger is still likely to be valuable in real-world use. HandMark-
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Multi can be considered as a version of earlier Palette techniques [63], but with the tool items 

always presented using a consistent spatial reference frame. 
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CHAPTER 7 

7 CONCLUSION 

 

Command selection on multi-touch surfaces can be difficult, because techniques are not well suited 

to the display setting, and also because the lack of landmarks makes it harder for users to build up 

familiarity with spatial locations. People’s hands are always present in the workspace, however, 

and can be used as a reference frame for designing efficient touch-based selection techniques. A 

few techniques take advantage of hands, but often these methods are limited in the number of items 

they can accommodate. We designed two hand-centric techniques – HandMark-Finger and 

HandMark-Multi for multi-touch displays, implemented them in two different touch platforms – 

large tabletops allowing bimanual selection operation and hand-held tablets allowing single-

handed operation, and tested them in empirical comparisons against equivalent-capacity tab menus 

and pop-up menus. Our results provide clear evidence that HandMark menus are a feasible and 

useful technique for touch interfaces (except for the early stage use of bimanual HandMark-Multi), 

and that they support development of spatial memory and fast performance in both bimanual and 

single-handed use. In addition, we showed that having the hand as a reference frame for the menu 

contents can provide significant performance and preference advantages7.  

 

                                                 

7 Material in this chapter first appeared in the following publications: [120, 121]. 
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7.1 CONTRIBUTIONS 

Primary contributions 

There are two primary contributions presented in this thesis. First, we show that hands can be used 

as powerful landmarks for touch interfaces, and provide empirical evidence (Chapters Four and 

Five) that using hands as landmarks can improve selection performance, aid development of spatial 

memory, and accommodate large number of commands in multi-touch interfaces. Second, we 

demonstrate two new hand-centric interaction techniques – HandMark-Finger for small command 

sets and HandMark-Multi for larger sets – and describe their implementation for two different 

multi-touch device platforms (Chapters Four and Five).  

Secondary contributions 

Secondary contributions of this thesis are the set of design principles developed for HandMark 

techniques (that can be used to develop other spatial multi-touch interactions) (Chapter Three); 

empirical results about topics such as command overloading (Chapter Five), error rates in memory-

based interfaces, and reasons for participant preferences; and algorithms for detecting hand 

postures from a set of simple touch points (Chapter Three). 

7.2 FUTURE WORK 

The research conducted in this thesis has laid the foundation for future hand-centric multi-touch 

interaction research, and opened a number of paths for future research for using real life tools – 

hands and fingers as landmarks within interactive touch surfaces. 

7.2.1 Increasing the Number of Commands 

Our bimanual HandMark prototypes explored two command-set sizes (42 for HandMark-Finger, 

and 160 for HandMark-Multi), and single-handed variant with 40 and 80 for HandMark-Finger 

and HandMark-Multi respectively. It is possible to increase these numbers considering the human 

finger and accessible minimum target size [30, 94]. For example, a larger grid can be placed 

between the space of thumb and index finger. Another approach is to stack additional layers above 

the fingers in HandMark-Finger (currently there is only one item), or by using the different 
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positions in HandMark-Finger as triggers for second-level sets. However, further work is needed 

to determine whether larger command sets are beneficial – for example, our study showed that 

initial learning was more difficult for the multiple sets in HandMark-Multi, and it may be 

advantageous to restrict the number of commands to improve learnability. 

7.2.2 Occlusion of the Menu 

Since commands are displayed near and between fingers, there is a good possibility of menu item 

occlusion by users’ hand. A few of our participants with smaller fingers reported experiencing this 

problem in the study. However, some alternate measures can overcome this problem, such as better 

determination of the actual shape of the hand, automatically scaling the icons for different hand 

sizes, or moving the icons upwards (while still maintaining relative spatial positioning) if there is 

not enough space between fingers. Previous work by Vogel and colleagues [122] has shown that 

unrestricted models of hand occlusion can be inferred from touch points, so we believe that our 

technique can be extended to the general usage case. However, further work is needed in this 

specific area to tackle the menu occlusion problem by hand. 

7.2.3 Mapping the Commands to Menus and Locations 

In all of our studies, we arbitrarily assigned commands to locations, and command sets to different 

hands – in real use, however, performance and learning could likely be substantially improved 

with a more thoughtful mapping. For example, with bimanual HandMark-Multi, both the left and 

right hands held four different command sets, and some participants initially had difficulty 

remembering which hand contained their desired set. The study with this technique suggested that 

choosing the wrong hand was a costly error, as participants tended to check each of the sets on that 

hand before trying the other hand. Minimizing the number of sets could be one way to tackle this 

issue, as single-handed variant produced less wrong set selections. But doing so will limit the 

overall command accommodation capacity. Therefore, further work is needed to determine how 

menu contents are best mapped to different hands. 

In addition, our analysis of the performance based on target locations in Section 4.6.2 showed that 

some locations around the hand are faster and easier to learn. In order to make the technique more 

ergonomic and natural, frequent or important commands could be assigned to these locations. For 
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example, we can place frequently used commands on top of each finger in HandMark-Finger 

menus. Also the large space between index and thumb in this technique can be used for placing 

commonly used items. Similarly, in case of HandMark-Multi technique, the grid positions closer 

to index and thumb can be used to place the frequently used commands from each set. 

7.2.4 Hand Detection 

In our prototype implementation, we used a simple hand detection algorithm (see Section 3.2.2) 

that we created to identify hands and fingers. We only considered touch (X, Y) coordinates, and 

based on the relative associations we identified hands and fingers. Although this technique is not 

robust enough to detect hand and fingers from any orientations (e.g., on tables where people can 

stand on any side), it worked well for the prototypes and the experiments described here. More 

research is required to create a precise hand identification technique for real life implementation 

of this technique.  

7.2.5 Multiple Users and Different Orientations 

Our prototype systems of bimanual HandMark menus for large tabletops supported only one 

person at a fixed location. In real life, however, multiple users interacting with a table from 

different edges is a common scenario. In contrast, the single-handed versions of HandMark menus 

do not require multiple hand identification since a tablet is primarily intended for single-person 

use. But it is not likely that a person will always place their hand in an upright orientation. So 

further work is needed to determine how the hand detection technique will perform with multiple 

hands and with hand(s) at any orientation. We believe that our hand-posture algorithms can handle 

these additional demands with additional sensing of the environment, such as finger-contact areas 

and shapes for tablets, or a depth camera that can track each person’s approximate location around 

the table [39]. 

7.2.6 Device Orientation and Size 

In our experiment with bimanual HandMark techniques we used a relatively small tabletop touch 

surface (24-inch diagonal). We believe that this setup reasonably approximates the actions that 

will be needed on a larger table, but future studies with larger surfaces are required to confirm this 

aspect. As we have seen that the reachability of menu items in standard tab menus was one of the 
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likely reasons for their slow performance, it will be interesting the see how standard tabs and 

HandMarks actually perform in larger tables. 

We also experimented with single-handed HandMark techniques on a 12-inch surface tablet. In 

reality, however, different sizes of tablets are available, some of which might be smaller in size 

(e.g., 7-inch tablet). Since our techniques require multiple fingers to interact with system, often all 

the fingers of a hand are required (e.g., HandMark-Finger), it will be interesting to explore the 

whole hand interaction with HandMark techniques in smaller touch devices. 

7.2.7 Advanced Interactions 

Most interfaces include widgets that are more advanced than buttons – for example, sliders or color 

pickers can be used to provide a finer degree of control over application parameters. We will 

explore how these kinds of widgets can be converted to work with HandMark menus – for 

example, HandMark could be adapted to use a Toolglass-style interaction [16] in which users click 

through the command and start their manipulation at the same time. It may also be possible to 

combine HandMarks with other gesture-based techniques such as marking menus [70]. For 

example, people could activate different command modes with one hand and perform gestures 

with the other in a bimanual interaction setting, or with the same hand in single-handed use. 

In addition, since there is a large number of commands available in HandMark menus as icons 

without any text description, discoverability of the commands could be an issue. In real life 

applications, most of the cases, each command’s name is provided along with the icon. This could 

be handled by adding long press feature to the icons. For instance, people could see the short 

description or name of the command with a simple long press over any command. Though it is not 

required for the expert users, novices could be benefitted with this extra feature in learning stage.  

7.2.8 Handedness Effect 

We designed and tested the single-handed HandMark prototype for right-handed people only. 

However, with simple changes the techniques can be used by left-handed users. Handedness could 

be an issue for bimanual versions of the HandMark techniques also. Though we did not perform 

any specific study of the handedness effect on performance, it is possible to get different 
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performance results depending on the handedness of the users. Further research is required in this 

area to understand the effect of handedness on performance.  

7.2.9 Overloading Memory Space 

In real life we use different applications for different purposes, and each of them involves 

interaction with several widgets and commands. When using memory-based interaction techniques 

such as HandMark menus, some command locations will overlap. In addition, learning one 

application’s command locations also might cause interference on the learning of another 

application. Although we tested a limited version of this question with the single-handed variant 

of HandMark menus, the results did not provide a comprehensive look at the issue. Further work 

is required to explore this real life implementation issue of HandMark techniques.  
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